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SUMMARY
The objective of this research is to demonstrate how an underlying system’s state
vector distribution can be determined in a distributed heterogeneous sensor network with
reduced subspace observability at the individual nodes. We show how the network, as a
whole, is capable of observing the target state vector even if the individual nodes are not
capable of observing it locally. The initialization algorithm presented in this work can
generate the initial state vector distribution for networks with a variety of sensor types as
long as the measurements at the individual nodes are known functions of the target state
vector. Initialization is accomplished through a novel distributed implementation of the
particle filter that involves serial particle proposal and weighting strategies, which can be
accomplished without sharing raw data between individual nodes in the network. The
algorithm is capable of handling missed detections and clutter as well as compensating for
delays introduced by processing, communication and finite signal propagation velocities.
If multiple events of interest occur, their individual states can be initialized simultaneously
without requiring explicit data association across nodes. The resulting distributions can be
used to initialize a variety of distributed joint tracking algorithms. In such applications, the
initialization algorithm can initialize additional target tracks as targets come and go during




Sensors and sensor network research provide substantial benefits for a broad range of ap-
plications related to national security, environmental monitoring, and health care. For ex-
ample, with the use of acoustic, video, RADAR, LADAR, and biosensors, we can monitor
traffic, navigate robots, collect information on animal habits, understand the biological trig-
gers and effects of cardiovascular diseases, and decode human brain signals. The current
trend in sensor network research emphasizes the deployment of heterogeneous sensors op-
erating under assorted sensor modalities to overcome the shortcomings of individual sensor
modalities. In addition, sensor mobility is becoming an important issue, for example in
mine detection or space exploration, to reduce redundancy in sensor networks by improved
allocation of resources.
In the literature, there is extensive research on the collection of sensor data, their anal-
ysis and interpretation, and the overall design of sensor networks for optimal detection,
tracking, and classification [1]. For example, acoustic sensors can be used to cue video
cameras by deciding if their ambient recordings exhibit any periodicity, indicating the pres-
ence of vehicles [2, 3]. Then a vision-tracking algorithm within the camera can determine
the position of the vehicle in its image plane, update the vehicle’s appearance, and infer
its structure using its planar motion, thereby achieving simultaneous classification [4, 5].
With the collective knowledge of many sensors with multiple modalities, the sensor net-
work can then report the targets’ states, their identities, and other parameters of interest to
the sensor network operator in a robust and accurate manner. There are numerous methods
available for solving the tracking problem, depending on how the noise enters the system
and whether the evolution of the system is linear [6] or nonlinear [7].
Within this detection and tracking circuit, the initial estimate of the state vector is typ-
ically assumed to be known. Note that tracking provides a means to reduce computation
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by focusing the current search space for the phenomena of interest, i.e., target states, near
previous values in a recursive structure. However, to get started, tracking requires an initial
state distribution or initialization. Moreover, for sensor network scalability, e.g., in num-
bers, initialization must be achieved under communication constraints. This is because the
sensors in large networks tend to operate in a distributed manner as their data can only be
transmitted via ad-hoc wireless channels in short distances using point-to-point communi-
cations [8, 9].
The objective of this research is to demonstrate how an underlying system’s state vector
distribution, which we refer to as the target state vector distribution, can be jointly deter-
mined in distributed heterogeneous sensor networks with reduced subspace observability
at the individual nodes. We show how the network, as a whole, can be made capable of
observing the target state vector even if the individual nodes are not capable of observing
it locally. The presented algorithm can generate the initial state vector distribution for net-
works with a variety of sensor types as long as the measurements at the individual nodes
are known functions of the target state vector. These joint inference problems tend to be
highly nonlinear and non-Gaussian in nature, making analytical solutions complicated, if
not impossible, to derive. The initialization algorithm presented herein uses Monte Carlo
methods to produce discrete approximations to the distribution of interest. The discrete
approximations are made using particles, representing hypothesized target states, and as-
sociated weights, representing the degree of belief in the particles. The initialization algo-
rithm uses importance sampling [10] and is based on message passing between neighboring
nodes under the constraint of fixed communication bandwidth. The proposed algorithm is
capable of handling missed detections and clutter as well as issues resulting from delays
introduced by processing, communication, and finite signal propagation velocities. If mul-
tiple events of interest, which we refer to as targets, occur, their individual states can be
initialized simultaneously without requiring explicit data association across nodes. The
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examples provided in this document focus on surveillance scenarios in which multiple ma-
neuverable vehicles are moving within a sensor network. However, the methodology is
very general and can be easily applied to arbitrary systems that rely on distributed pro-
cessing with heterogeneous sensors. The resulting distributions can be used to initialize a
variety of distributed joint tracking algorithms (DJT). In such applications, with minimal
interaction with the distributed tracker, the initialization algorithm can initialize additional
target tracks as targets come and go during the operation of the system with multiple targets
under track.
This chapter begins with a brief overview of various sensor network configurations and
a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of each, followed by an overview of the
components in our smart sensor nodes. Next, the stochastic filtering problem, which deals
with estimating the hidden state parameters of a system, is introduced. The initialization
problem is a special case of the stochastic filtering problem in which prior state informa-
tion is not available. Monte Carlo methods are presented as attractive tools to solve the
stochastic filtering problem, especially in distributed sensor network implementations. We
then discuss the basic principles of importance sampling and lay the framework for the
distributed initialization algorithm presented in Chapters 2 and 3. Next, we briefly discuss
kernel density estimation, a nonparametric density estimation method which allow us to
approximate a continuous probability density function (pdf) using a discrete probability
mass function (pmf). Finally, we introduce a novel method for weighting and resampling
that allows us to effectively fuse data from multiple sensor nodes.
1.1 Sensor Networks
Sensor networks consist of a collection of sensor nodes distributed over the system or en-
vironment to be monitored. Based on the types of sensors in the network, these can be
classified into two categories: (i) homogeneous sensor networks in which all sensor nodes
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are identical to one another and (ii) heterogeneous sensor networks in which arbitrary sen-
sor nodes observe different modalities of the system. Since all the sensors share the same
modality in homogeneous sensor networks, fusing data from different sensors is relatively
straightforward. This typically involves processing data that is recorded at distinct tempo-
ral or spatial locations to generate improved estimates and higher dimensional state space
observability compared to those provided by a single sensor. This area has been explored
in great depth in the array processing literature. Processing data in heterogeneous sensor
networks is significantly more complicated than in the homogeneous case. Measurements
from different modalities have to be fused together effectively even if each sensor node
observes a different subspace of the target state space. State observability is another issue
since each individual sensor node may only be able to observe a reduced subspace of the
target state. In surveillance applications, another issue arises when the different modalities
have varying signal propagation velocities. Some subset of sensor nodes, e.g., acoustic sen-
sors, may contribute delayed information about the various targets’ states, hence leading to
biased estimates. This effect is magnified when the targets are moving with high velocities,
are at a large range from the sensing node, or are maneuvering. Time delays may also be
introduced in the system by processing and communication latencies, and these may be
different at different nodes.
However, heterogeneous sensor networks have advantages over their homogeneous
counterparts [11]. For example, if the sensor network operates in a single modality, then it
is possible for that modality to miss the detection of an event of interest. As the number
of modalities in the network increases, it progressively becomes less likely that the event
of interest remains undetected by all sensor modalities. Intuitively, it is clear that the prob-
ability of detection by the sensor network will be greater than, or at least equal to, that
provided by the sensor modality with the highest probability of detection present in the
network. This is because different modalities may operate independent of one another and
provide complementary information.
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Sensor networks can also be classified based on the processing scheme employed. In
centralized sensor networks, data from all sensor nodes is transmitted to a central pro-
cessing unit that fuses the incoming information. In distributed sensor networks, multiple
processing units exist in the network, each one processing data received from some subset
of the sensors in the network to produce local estimates, and sharing statistics between each
other to produce global estimates. Block diagrams representing centralized and distributed
processing are given in Figure 1. In the extreme case of fully distributed processing, each
sensor node may have its own dedicated processor, leading to the definition of smart sen-
sors. A smart sensor is a node that not only has the ability to sense the environment but
also has the ability to process incoming data and communicate with neighboring nodes.
(a) Centralized (b) Distributed
Figure 1. Centralized vs. distributed processing. The solid lines represent raw data whereas the dashed
lines represent sufficient statistics.
Even though centralized approaches have the potential to arrive at the globally opti-
mum solution, distributed sensor networks have significant advantages over centralized
networks. In a centralized network, if the processing unit is incapacitated, the entire system
ceases operation. This is not a problem in distributed sensor networks because all nodes
are involved in processing data. Communication is another issue in centralized networks.
Transmitting raw data from each sensor node to the central processor requires tremendous
bandwidth as the number of sensors increases. Communication typically requires more
power than processing [12] and this power requirement increases as the range for commu-
nications increases (∝ r4t ). Thus, centralized sensor networks do not scale well in numbers.
In distributed sensor networks, only relevant statistics are shared with neighboring nodes,
thus limiting the amount of data as well as the distance over which this data is transmitted.
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Thus, distributed networks are ideal for large-scale deployment.
From a sensing point of view, homogeneous sensor networks are a special case of het-
erogeneous sensor networks in which each of the sensing modalities is identical. From
a processing point of view, distributed processing is a generalization of centralized pro-
cessing since algorithms developed for distributed processing can operate in centralized
networks, but the reverse is not necessarily true. The aforementioned reasons make dis-
tributed processing in heterogeneous sensor networks a very interesting and challenging
research topic that has been explored with limited success in the past. In this dissertation,
we focus on the most general case of fully distributed processing in heterogeneous smart
sensor networks. However, the methods developed herein are also applicable to distributed
sensor networks in which the data from a subset of nodes in the network is processed at
common processing units. In the latter case, the processors have access to more data from
multiple nodes, thus making it a special case of the former, more basic problem.
We define the organic state space for a node as the subspace of the target state space
that is observable at that node. A block diagram for a typical smart sensor node is given
in Figure 2. The sensor acquires raw data from the environment. This data is fed into the
organic pre-processor block, which produces state estimates in the organic state space for
that sensor node. Depending on the particular sensor modality, the available processing
resources, and the desired target state space, the organic pre-processor could process the
sensed data in various ways to produce organic state estimates for that node. This block
could perform various activities including, but not limited to, beamforming (for sensor
arrays), radar pre-processing, and batch processing of measurements to generate motion
estimates. It is important to note that in various situations, the organic state spaces may
be dissimilar at the different nodes in the network. Another point to note is that each node
may only be able to observe a reduced subspace of the target state space. Such a problem
would arise if the target state space is the x-y position of a vehicle and the network consists
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of bearing-only sensors and range-only sensors that operate independently. Hence, one-to-
many mappings may exist from the various organic state spaces to the target state space.
Therefore, it is essential to fuse organic estimates from multiple nodes to come up with
reliable estimates in the target state space. Such global estimates can be achieved if the
network, as a whole, is capable of observing the target state.
Figure 2. System block diagram of a smart sensor node.
The organic state estimates are used to provide input to the Distributed Joint Tracker
(DJT) block that operates in parallel at the different nodes in the network and tracks the
system’s varying state parameters in the target state space. A detailed discussion of the
DJT block is outside the scope of this work. An interested reader is referred to [13]. An
organic tracker operates within each node, tracking targets in the organic state space for that
node using estimates from the organic pre-processor. Though the organic tracker may seem
redundant when the DJT is present, it is actually an essential component since it facilitates
the detection of new targets at individual nodes. When a target is detected that does not
correspond to existing target tracks in the organic tracker, the organic state estimates for
that target are fed into the distributed initialization block. The distributed initialization
block takes in organic state estimates for new targets from multiple nodes and combines
them to produce the initial state estimates in the target state space used by the DJT. This
dissertation will focus on the distributed initialization block. Some of the ideas developed
for the initialization algorithm can be extended to the DJT, but such extensions will not be
discussed here.
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1.2 The Stochastic Filtering Problem
The problem of estimating the posterior distribution of evolving hidden parameters that
represent the state of a system, based on a sequence of received measurements that contain
partial information about the hidden parameters and a state evolution model, is called the
stochastic filtering problem. In general, the evolution of the hidden system parameters
is modeled as a Markov process and useful measurements are available in the form of a
known function of the unknown parameters.
Let st be the hidden state vector of the system of interest and zt be the measurement
vector at time t. The state evolution model and the measurement model are given by
st = b (st−1) + ut, (1)
zt = g (st) + vt, (2)
where ut and vt are the possibly non-Gaussian state and measurement noise vectors re-
spectively, and b (·) and g (·) are possibly nonlinear vector valued functions. The goal is
to estimate the posterior distribution p (st|st−1, zt). Under specific conditions, the optimal
solution to the stochastic filtering problem can be determined analytically. For example,
if the state space models are linear and Gaussian, then optimum estimates can be acquired
using the Kalman filter [14]. However, in most real world applications, linearity and Gaus-
sianity assumptions do not necessarily hold true. In such cases, closed-form solutions to
the problem may not exist and analytic evaluation may be impossible. Over the past few
decades, various methods for obtaining suboptimal solutions to the filtering problem have
been proposed. Some methods, such as the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [15], rely on
analytic approximations to locally linearize the state space models. Such approximations
can lead to biased estimates of the target distribution [16]. Simulation-based methods,
also known as Monte Carlo methods, on the other hand, are not restricted by linearity or
Gaussianity assumptions. These methods produce a discrete approximation to the proba-
bility distribution of interest by evaluating the target posterior distribution at N randomly
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selected points, called particles, in the parameter state space. The estimates given by the
Monte Carlo methods have been proven to converge as N approaches infinity [7].
The stochastic filtering problem can be extended to sensor network initialization when
the state distribution of the hidden parameters of the underlying system needs to be esti-
mated from sequences of measurements acquired by the various sensor nodes in the net-
work, without any prior information about the hidden parameters. In this case, analytical
solutions become extremely complicated, especially if processing is distributed among the
various nodes in the network. This makes Monte Carlo methods much more attractive than
analytic methods in sensor network initialization. However, care must be taken when using
Monte Carlo methods in distributed sensor networks since an increase in N corresponds to
increases in computation and, depending on the specific implementation, increases in com-
munication. Both processes consume power, which is a scarce resource in battery-powered
networks.
1.3 Importance Sampling
The classical importance sampling method of Hammersley and Handscomb [10] is best
known as a variance reduction mechanism for evaluating integrals of functions using Monte
Carlo methods [17]. In [18], it is shown that importance sampling can reduce the number of
samples necessary to obtain the desired nonparametric confidence intervals by 90%-95%,
as originally developed by Efron [19]. Hence, importance sampling finds applicability in
sensor networks using Monte Carlo methods for data fusion since it provides the network
with the ability to reduce the communication bandwidth by effectively reducing the number
of samples used to represent messages along the lines of [17, 19, 7].
The idea of importance sampling is the following. The goal is to evaluate the expecta-
tion integral,




where p(·) denotes a probability density function. For various reasons, analytical evalua-
tion of (3) may be difficult, if not impossible. Instead, Monte Carlo integration methods
use N independent samples, or particles, x(i) ∼ p(x), that lie in highly probable regions
of p(x), and obtain an estimate Îp =
∑
f (x(i))/N [20, 21, 17]. If it is difficult to sample
x(i) ∼ p(x) but p(x) can be evaluated pointwise, we could sample N independent particles
from another density, x(i) ∼ q(x), and use Îq = ∑{ f (x(i))p(x(i))}/{Nq(x(i))} [10] as our esti-
mator. The second method is called importance sampling. The ratio w(i) = p(x(i))/q(x(i)) is
called the importance weight, or simply weight, of the particle x(i), and it takes care of any
discrepancies resulting from the particle generation with respect to q(·), which is referred
to in the literature as the importance function.
For importance sampling to provide reliable estimates, the importance function must
have a larger region of support than the target distribution p(x). The region of support must
not be too large as a majority of the sampled particles would then lie in low probability areas
of the target distribution. A large amount of computation would be wasted on such particles
that end up contributing minimally to the final estimate. On the other hand, if the region
of support of the importance function is much smaller than that of the target distribution,
then estimates would be biased and would lie within the high probability region of the
importance function. Hence, care must be taken when selecting an importance function
since the accuracy of the estimates and the computational load are both directly affected by
this choice.
The optimal importance function that reduces the variance of the importance weights
is the target posterior distribution itself [7]. In most cases, however, this distribution may
not be known, and even if it were known, sampling from it could be extremely difficult, if
not impossible. There are various methods for selecting alternative importance functions
that are simpler to sample particles from. Here, we give an example in the context of
target tracking. Let zm,t denote the mth node’s measurement, or state estimate, at time t. If
prior information about the state vector and the current measurement vector are available,
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approximations to the target posterior can be made using Bayes’ rule since
p
(
st|st−1, zm,t) ∝ p (zm,t|st) p (st|st−1) , (4)
where p
(
zm,t|st) and p (st|st−1) are the data likelihood and state transition probability, re-
spectively. The functional forms of p
(
zm,t|st) and p (st|st−1) might be nonlinear but they
are known from the model. In [7], the optimal importance function is approximated as a
Gaussian pdf by evaluating the second-order Taylor series expansion of the logarithm of the
product density in (4). This choice for the importance function is effective since particles
are proposed based on state and measurement information. However, making this Gaus-
sian approximation to the posterior distribution requires global knowledge of all available
measurements. This may be possible to implement in centralized sensor networks but may
not be possible in distributed sensor networks since individual nodes may not be aware of
global measurements.
A simpler importance function that is commonly used in tracking applications is the
state transition probability, p (st|st−1). The use of this importance function leads to the com-
monly used bootstrap filter [22]. Since global knowledge of measurements is not required
and because its implementation is simple, the bootstrap filter is commonly used in dis-
tributed implementations of the particle filter [13]. However, since this importance function
does not consider measurements when proposing particles, algorithms employing this im-
portance function show poor performance when the received measurements disagree with
the state transition model. This importance function, though popular in tracking scenarios,
is not useful for initialization problems where prior state information is not available.
A good importance function for use in distributed sensor network initialization would
make use of measurements from all the nodes when proposing particles without sharing
raw data between individual nodes. Our approach uses an importance function consisting
of multiple components that can be sampled independently at the different nodes in the
network and the particles thus generated are combined together to represent samples from
the selected importance function.
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1.4 Kernel Density Estimation
Since the algorithms presented in this dissertation are based on Monte Carlo methods, the
posterior distributions of interest are represented by particles, and possibly their associated
importance weights, resulting in a pmf. This is true even if the target state variables being
estimated are in fact continuous. The construction of the underlying pdf from the observed
data is called density estimation. For our purposes, the observed data consists of particles
and weights. Depending on the application, there could be various reasons why one would
be interested in estimating the underlying pdf of the state variables of interest, given only
the pmf represented by the particles and importance weights. Some of these reasons will
become clear when discussed in the following chapters.
Density estimation methods can be broadly classified into two main types: (i) paramet-
ric methods and (ii) nonparametric methods. Parametric methods make strong assumptions
about the general structure of the underlying pdf and use the observed data to determine pa-
rameters that define the exact shape of the assumed pdf. For example, one could assume the
state variables are distributed according a multivariate Gaussian distribution. In that case,
the mean µ and covariance Σ of the observed data would be calculated and the underlying
distribution would be assumed to be N (µ,Σ). Such parametric methods show satisfactory
performance when prior knowledge about the general structure of the underlying pdf is
available and it is simple enough to be represented by a standard distribution. If the as-
sumption about the general structure of the underlying pdf is incorrect, then the estimated
density function might in no way resemble the true underlying distribution. Nonparametric
methods, on the other hand, make no strong assumptions about the underlying distribution.
The estimate of the underlying pdf is generated using only the observed data. Since the
data is allowed to speak for itself, nonparametric methods show good performance when
no prior information about the underlying pdf is available. The first known use of non-
parametric density estimation was targeted towards discriminant analysis [23]. Since then,
various methods for nonparametric density estimation have been explored in great detail,
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a good overview of which can be found in [24]. It is important to note that nonparametric
density estimation methods typically have significantly higher computational demands as
compared to parametric methods .
In this dissertation, we focus on a particular nonparametric density estimation method
known as kernel density estimation (KDE). Assume p(·) represents the underlying d-dimensional














where h is the bandwidth, or smoothing parameter, of the kernel function K, and α is a nor-
malization constant. One can view (5) as the sum of bumps located at the D observations,
each bump defined by the choice of kernel and bandwidth. It has been shown in [24] that if
K(·) is itself a pdf, then the density estimate obtained using (5) is also a pdf. Additionally,
the estimated density inherits all the continuity and differentiability properties of K(·).
Many possible kernel functions exist, and the particular choice of the kernel can affect
the quality of the final density estimate. However, it has been shown in [24] that the specific
choice of K is not as important as the correct choice of the kernel bandwidth. As the
bandwidth h → 0, the estimated pdf reduces to a sum of Dirac delta functions. On the
other hand, if h → ∞, all the detail in the estimated pdf is lost. Various methods for
choosing the bandwidth are discussed in [24].









where the effect of the smoothing parameter h, kernel shape K, and scaling 1
α
, are all in-
corporated into the single term W(·). If importance sampling is used, as is the case in
the majority of this dissertation, additional information about the particles is contained in
the associated D importance weights {w(i)}Di=1. To incorporate the effect of the importance
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If the importance weights sum to unity, which is the case after normalization in most ap-
plications of importance sampling, (7) represents a pdf and it inherits the continuity and
differentiability properties of K(·).
1.5 Weighting and Resampling
In applications using Monte Carlo methods, particularly those using importance sampling,
the degree of belief in a particular particle is represented by the importance weight assigned
to that particle. In Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, or particle filters, that track evolv-
ing target states in time, these importance weights are also used for resampling, a method
used to inhibit degeneracy. Resampling typically involves a weighted sampling with re-
placement operation in which the resampling weight assigned to each particle is identical
to the importance weight for that particle. Thus, when used with particle filters, resampling
shifts the particle distribution towards high probability areas of the state space, eliminat-
ing particles with low importance weights and replicating particles with high importance
weights.
In this dissertation, resampling is implemented in a different manner compared to the
traditional implementation used by particle filters. Instead of trying to move particles to
high probability regions of the state space, we use resampling for two main purposes: (i)
to combine individual density components into a mixture, ensuring that the resulting mix-
ture density has all the individual components equally weighted and (ii) to maintain fixed
bandwidth for inter-node communication. Because the individual component densities are
represented by particles and importance weights, we use a different set of weights, which
we call resampling weights, to drive the resampling operation. The resampling weights
should not be confused with the importance weights.
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each representing an equally weighted mixture of individual component densities. Note
that M1 and M2 need not be equal. We wish to combine these two mixture densities into a
single mixture that is equally weighted in all the individual components. Thus, the desired












From 8, 9 and 10, it is clear that without explicit knowledge of the individual component
densities, pD(s) can be generated from p1(s) and p2(s) by taking
pD(s) = w̌1 p1(s) + w̌2 p2(s), (11)









The only information needed is the number of component densities contained within each
incoming mixture density.
In our work, each incoming mixture density is represented by D particles and impor-
tance weights. We wish to combine the incoming mixture densities into a single equally
weighted mixture represented by D particles and weights. The idea for resampling ex-
plained above can be easily extended to such discrete representations. Just as in the contin-
uous case, resampling weights are generated based on the number of individual component
densities present in the incoming mixture densities. However, instead of assigning a resam-
pling weight directly to a density, it is assigned to each particle representing that density.
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For the general case in which we have N incoming mixture densities, we have a total of
ND particles, each of which is assigned a resampling weight. A weighted sampling with
replacement operation can be used to generate a set of D particles. The importance weights
associated with the surviving particles are stored. The surviving particles, along with their
importance weights, represent the desired combined mixture distribution.
Let us now illustrate the resampling algorithm with a simple example shown in Figure
3. Two one-dimensional incoming mixture densities are available, each represented by D =
10000 particles. In this example, we assume that the importance weights are all equal and
are therefore dropped from our consideration. Thus, the densities are simply represented by
the particle distribution. Mixture 1 is an equally weighted mixture of 3 Gaussian densities,
whereas mixture 2 is an equally weighted mixture of 2 Gaussian densities. Since both
mixtures use the same total number of particles, the number of particles representing a
single component density in mixture 2 is greater than that in mixture 1. This can clearly be
seen in the upper histograms of Figure 3. Following the theory given above, the resampling
weights for the particles in mixtures 1 and 2 and given by w̌1 = 35 and w̌2 =
2
5 respectively.
Note that for weighted resampling, only relative weighting matters. Therefore we assign
resampling weights as w̌1 = 3 and w̌2 = 2. After a weighted resampling with replacement
operation on the total set of 2D incoming particles according to the associated resampling
weights, a single combined mixture density represented by D particles is generated. It
can be seen in the lower histogram of Figure 3 that each component density is equally
weighted in the final combined mixture density. This example illustrates the basic idea of
our resampling algorithm, which is a critical component of our initialization algorithm for
fusing data at each node. The resampling operation is relatively straightforward when the
individual component densities in the various incoming mixtures are unique. Care must
be taken when common component densities are present in multiple incoming mixtures to
ensure that they are not over represented in the final combined mixture density. Such an
implementation can be found in Chapter 3.
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Figure 3. Resampling operation. The upper plots show histograms for the two incoming mixture den-
sities. The lower plot shows the histogram for the combined mixture density.
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CHAPTER 2
INITIALIZING SENSOR NETWORKS USING COMMUNICATION
AND COMPUTATION CHAINS
2.1 Introduction
Since the focus of this dissertation is the initialization of a target state parameter vector
in distributed heterogeneous sensor networks, this chapter develops the initialization algo-
rithm for a very simple communication topology. The discussion herein is limited to sensor
networks in which sensor nodes communicate with each other using a fixed, one-hop com-
munication chain, as given in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Fixed one-hop communication chain. S represents a sensor node and the double headed
arrows represent two way communication.
Limiting the focus to such a simple communication topology allows us to divorce the
communication problem from the distributed data fusion problem. Therefore, we can de-
velop our initialization algorithm for a system in which data collected from the various
nodes is used in a sequential manner, and worry about modifying the algorithm for use
with more general communication topologies in later chapters.
We first develop a low complexity initialization algorithm that requires three communi-
cation passes through the network to achieve global initialization. Since this is the simplest
form of the initialization algorithm and forms the basis for the more specialized and com-
plicated algorithms described in this dissertation, it will be developed in far greater detail
than the other versions of the algorithms that follow. Next, a low latency version of the
initialization algorithm is developed. In this version, at the cost of an increase in intra-node
computation, global initialization is achieved in only two communication passes through
the network. Finally, the low complexity algorithm is modified to compensate for various
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delays that may enter the system, in particular, delays arising from processing and commu-
nication latencies, as well as finite signal propagation velocities. In all three algorithms,
the final communication pass is only required to broadcast the final estimates throughout
the network and requires no additional computation. To demonstrate applicability in a real
world system, the algorithms are implemented in a surveillance scenario using a sensor
network consisting of direction of arrival (DOA) nodes and range-Doppler nodes. The goal
is to produce initial estimates of multiple targets’ positions and velocities in a fully dis-
tributed manner. The algorithm is tested on simulated data and the resulting state vector
distributions are displayed.
2.2 Low Complexity Initialization Algorithm
In this section, we describe the low complexity Monte Carlo algorithm used to generate
initial probability distributions of the system’s state parameter vector st. Since prior state
information is not available, the initial probability distribution must be generated using
only the organic estimates available at the assorted heterogeneous sensor nodes. Let M be
the total number of nodes in the network and let zt be the set of organic state estimates from
all M nodes. The goal is to generate a discrete approximation to the posterior distribution
of the global state in the network, p (st|zt), represented by D particles, {s(i)t }Di=1, and possibly
their associated importance weights, {w(i)t }Di=1. For simplicity, we assume a fixed one-hop
communication path from the first node to the last node in the network. The pseudocode
for the implementation of this algorithm is given in Appendix A. We begin by developing
the algorithm theoretically and discuss issues relating to communication and computation.
Next, we go over the step-by-step implementation of the algorithm in a real world applica-
tion.
2.2.1 Theoretical Development
Using the Monte Carlo methodology to produce a discrete approximation to the initial
distribution of the posterior, one should sample particles from the posterior distribution
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itself to obtain the optimal particle distribution [7]. Analytically representing the posterior
requires the simultaneous knowledge of measurements from all the nodes in the network, a
requirement that may not be realistic in distributed networks. However, one can make use
of importance sampling theory to sample particles from a well selected importance function
and eliminate biases by assigning appropriate importance weights to the particles.
Using Bayes’ rule, the posterior distribution can be expressed as
p(st|zt) = p(zt|st)p(st)p(zt) . (14)
Given the state of the system, the measurements, and hence the organic state estimates,
available at the different nodes can be assumed to be independent. Hence, the sensor net-
work data likelihood can be factored into the product of the individual node data likelihoods
in the network. Since this is an initialization problem, prior information about the target
state is not available. Therefore, p(st) is chosen to be a non-informative uniform distribu-
tion and is dropped from the equation. Note that p(zt) is simply a proportionality constant








2.2.1.1 Choice of the Importance Function
It can be clearly seen in (14) and (15) that analytically representing the posterior requires
knowledge of the organic state estimates from all the nodes in the network. If we were to
sample particles directly from the posterior distribution, then (i) organic estimates from all
the different nodes must first be collected, (ii) the posterior distribution must be evaluated
analytically, and (iii) particles must be sampled from the posterior. Condition (i) makes
efficient distributed implementation difficult, whereas conditions (ii) and (iii) may be im-
possible to implement. We look for an importance function that satisfies the following
criteria: (a) the particle support can be efficiently generated by sampling the importance
function sequentially at the different nodes in the network, (b) the communication band-
width should be limited to a predetermined amount regardless of the number of nodes in
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the network, (c) all nodes that have provided input to the initialization algorithm should
be weighted equally and (d) only those nodes that have a detection should be used to gen-
erate particles and weights. Here, condition (a) ensures a fully distributed and efficient
implementation, condition (b) ensures scalability, condition (c) ensures that the output will
remain unchanged regardless of the order in which the different nodes provide input to the
algorithm, and condition (d) saves particles from being wasted on nodes that detect noth-
ing. A simple choice for such an importance function is an equally weighted mixture of the





Sampling this importance function can be accomplished by sampling the individual poste-
rior distributions at the different nodes and then combining the sets of samples to generate
the final set of particles. In other words, we can sample from this importance function in
a distributed, sequential manner without sharing raw data between nodes, as elaborated in
the following sections.
2.2.1.2 Observability
We first show that it is possible to sample particles from the individual posterior distribu-
tions at the different nodes in the network. Let the state vector st be n-dimensional and let
the organic estimates at node m be random realizations of s-dimensional feature vectors
ẑm,t. We can assume that each feature is a function of the state vector since those features
that are not functions of the state vector do not provide any information to determine the
posterior of interest and hence can be discarded. Thus the feature vector at node m is given
by









We now determine the conditions that fm(·) must satisfy to enable one to sample from
(16). Let fm(·) be a continuously differentiable vector valued function. If and only if all fea-
tures in the feature vector at a particular node provide complementary information without
redundancy, is ∇ fm(st) nonsingular and
det(∇ fm(st)) , 0. (18)
If any of the features provide redundant information, those particular features can be dis-
carded to give a feature space of reduced dimension and no redundancy. Therefore, we can
assume all features provide complementary information and (18) is satisfied.
First, consider the case when s < n. Given the features ẑm,t, the system in (17) is
underdetermined. Therefore, there exist infinitely many solutions for st. These solutions
form a level set in the target state space. Because real world sensors have finite operating
range, the level set of solutions can be constrained to have finite dynamic range. In some
cases, the level set can be represented by explicit equations relating the state variables.
However, this may not be possible in most cases even though the level sets do exist. Let α
be any solution of (17). By the implicit function theorem [25], in the neighborhood of α,
the level set L f (ẑm,t) is an n − s dimensional manifold. Let Λ represent the set of all such
manifolds. Particles can be generated by sampling uniformly from points in Λ since each
of these points is a possible solution to (17).
Now consider the case when s = n. By the inverse function theorem [25], given features
ẑm,t, a unique inverse function f −1m (·) exists in the neighborhood of ẑm,t and therefore there
exists a unique solution to (17) given by
st = f −1m (ẑm,t). (19)
Thus the target state can be uniquely determined.
Since the organic estimates zm,t are derived from noisy sensor data, they can be con-
sidered to be random realizations of the feature vectors. We propose to use the organic
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estimates at the various nodes as estimates of the true feature vectors in the implementa-
tion of the preceding procedure. To account for estimation errors, the proposed particles
are randomly perturbed based on the variance determined by the measurement model. In
this manner, particles can be sampled from the individual posterior distributions without
sharing raw data.
If node m is a binary detection sensor (i.e., the sensor’s output depends only on whether
a phenomenon of interest is detected or not) then the mapping from the target state space
to the feature space is not differentiable. However, this is a special case since the output
is a binary function on some fm(·). In this situation, all points in the domain of fm(·) that
would result in a detection are possible target states and can be denoted by a set S d. The
same rules for sampling explained above can be applied to points in S d and the procedure
remains unchanged.
2.2.1.3 Practicalities of Message Passing
Since the particles are proposed sequentially at the different nodes in the network and then
combined together to generate the final particle support, the information propagated be-
tween nodes during the particle proposal stage consists of the particles themselves. Say,
for example that one desires to represent the posterior using D particles. A simple method
to produce samples according to (16) would be to sample D/M particles from each node
and simply combine them together to generate the final set of D particles. This method,
despite being intuitive, has an inherent drawback. Assume node m does not have a de-
tection. In this case, the D/M particles representing the posterior at node m would be
uniformly distributed over the natural state space for that node. These particles do not rep-
resent any useful information about the target state. It would make sense not to sample
from such nodes that do not have detections but instead to sample particles representing
an equally weighted mixture of only those local posteriors that are associated with nodes
that have detections. Hence, more particles cover the state space of interest. This can be
accomplished by using a weighted resampling operation that ensures that the individual
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posteriors for nodes with detections are equally weighted, irrespective of the total number
of nodes in the network. The resampling algorithm follows the basic idea discussed in
Section 1.5. Assume that node m receives D particles and a single number ns from node
(m − 1). These particles represent 1ns
∑m−1
m̂=1 p(st|zm̂,t), an equally weighted mixture of the
posterior distributions from the ns nodes that detected a target and provided input to the
algorithm. Therefore, each of these particles is assigned a resampling weight of ns. Here
we assume that a node that does not detect a target sets its posterior distribution to 0, thus
avoiding making a contribution to the initialization algorithm. If node m does not have a
detection, then the received particles and ns are transmitted to node (m + 1). However, if
node m has a detection, it generates its own set of D new particles by sampling from its
local posterior distribution, p
(
st|zm,t). Since these new particles represent information from
the current node only, they are each assigned a resampling weight of 1. We point out once
again that these resampling weights should not be confused with the importance weights.
The resampling weights are used solely to ensure that (16) can be sampled from sequen-
tially. The importance weights, assigned in the following section, are used along with the
final set of particles to represent the desired posterior distribution. From the total set of
2D weighted particles, a set of D equally weighted particles is generated by performing a
weighted sampling with replacement operation according to the resampling weights. This
final set of D particles represents 1ns+1
∑m
m̂=1 p(st|zm̂,t) and is transmitted to node (m+1) along
with a single number, (ns + 1). The resampling operation does not require synchronization
of the nodes and ensures that the posterior distributions from nodes with detections are
equally weighted in the importance function. At the end of a forward communication pass
through the network, the distribution of the final set of particles at node M represents the
importance function (16).
2.2.1.4 Assigning Importance Weights
The final set of particles must be distributed throughout the network, and at the same time,
importance weights must be computed for these particles so that the final set of particles
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and importance weights represents the posterior distribution p(st|zt). For scalability rea-
sons, raw data is not shared between nodes. Therefore, the final importance weights must
be determined by first evaluating individual components of the importance weights at the
various nodes in the network and sequentially updating the importance weights as they
propagate through the network.






















































Since no prior information about the state vector is available, p(st) is assumed uniform over















It can be seen that the importance weights for the particles can be calculated, up to a pro-
portionality constant, by evaluating a quotient in which the numerator is the product of
the data likelihoods from all the nodes in the network and the denominator is a weighted
sum of the same likelihoods. Hence, a sequential update of the importance weights can be
accomplished if the numerators and denominators are both communicated between nodes.
2.2.1.5 Missed Sensor Detections
Given our choice of the weighting function in (23), a robust likelihood function is essential
for accurate assignment of the importance weights to different particles. If a simple Gaus-
sian likelihood function is used in the above equations and the likelihood of a particle is
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almost zero at one of the nodes, then its overall importance weight will also be close to zero.
This would occur if even one of the nodes in the network failed to detect the event of inter-
est. In such situations, one would not want the overall importance weight of the particle to
be zero since the target event is present with high probability. To avoid this degeneracy, it
is important that a robust likelihood function that accounts for missed detections be used.
The approach used here is similar to the approach used in [6, 26]. Assume that node m
produces K organic estimates. Then, given a particle s(i)t , the estimates zm,k,t , k = 1, ...,K,
could correspond either to the target event or to clutter. The clutter distribution is assumed
to be Poisson with spatial density λ. The probability of miss is set equal to a constant q. It is
assumed that there is an equal probability for each of the K organic estimates to correspond
to the true target event, and the organic estimate corresponding to the true target is normally



























where s is the dimensionality of the organic state space at node m and Σm,t is the covariance
of the Gaussian distribution. The final set of particles and their associated importance
weights gives a discrete representation of the desired posterior distribution.
2.2.1.6 Communication and Computation
The low complexity initialization algorithm requires three passes through the communi-
cation chain for global initialization: a forward pass to sequentially generate the particle
support, a reverse pass to disseminate the final particles throughout the network and to
sequentially generate importance weights, and a forward pass to disseminate the final im-
portance weights throughout the network. Data processing occurs only in the first two
communication passes. At each node, the computational load is O(D) operations, where D
represents the number of particles.
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In the first pass, a fixed number of D particles representing an equally weighted mix-
ture of local posteriors from all preceding nodes is transmitted through the communication
chain. Along with the particles, a single number ns representing the number of nodes that
detected a target and provided their input to the algorithm is transmitted. At the end of the
first pass, node M has the final set of D particles that represent particles proposed using
(16). These particles need to be propagated back to all the other nodes so the importance
weights can be computed.
In the second pass, the communication path is reversed. The final set of D particles
is propagated back sequentially to node 1. It can be seen in (23) that the individual com-
ponents of the numerator and denominator of the importance weights can be evaluated
independently at each node and can be transmitted cumulatively. Thus the data commu-
nicated between pairs of nodes consists of the final set of D particles, the D numerator
and D denominator components representing the cumulative importance weights from the
preceding nodes. At the end of the second pass, all nodes in the network have the final set
of particles and node 1 is the only node with the final set of importance weights.
In the third pass, the final set of D importance weights is propagated throughout the
network using the forward communication path. At the end of the third pass, all nodes
share the same particles and importance weights and the network is initialized.
2.2.2 Simulation
In this section, we implement the initialization algorithm given in Section 2.2.1 in a surveil-
lance scenario to initialize a multi-target tracker. The tracker is a distributed particle filter
based tracker, similar to the one given in [13, 27]. Each particle, s(i)t , represents a hypothe-
sized target state and the associated importance weight, w(i)t , represents the probability that
the particle represents a target’s true state. The tracker is implemented using synchronized
particle filters that run at each node in the smart sensor network. Synchronized particle
filters maintain the same set of particles at each node using synchronized noise sources or
noise tables. In [13], the importance function is simply the state transition distribution,
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p (st|st−1). For this choice of the importance function, the particle weights are proportional




, with respect to that particle. By exploiting the conditional
independence of the measurements given the targets’ states, the overall data likelihood can







The product in (25) can be evaluated in a sequential manner with each node providing its
local input to the overall importance weights. In this section, the initialization algorithm
given in Section 2.2.1 is used to generate the initial set of particles and importance weights
for the synchronized particle filters that is common at all the nodes in the network.
The goal is to generate probability distributions representing multiple targets’ states in
the st = [x y vx vy]T space, where x and y are the Cartesian coordinates of a target’s location,
and vx and vy are the velocity components along the x-y directions. The two types of sensor
nodes used to demonstrate the proposed algorithm are DOA nodes (e.g., acoustic arrays,
seismic arrays, video cameras, etc.) and range-Doppler nodes (e.g., radar, acoustic motes),
since these sensing modalities are representative of the most commonly used sensors for
localization and tracking. Note that none of these nodes alone can observe the state space
of interest. In fact, if only range and bearing estimates were available at the various nodes,
the network as a whole would still be unable to observe the velocity components of the
desired state vector st without additional pre-processing of the raw measurements. Hence,
some level of organic pre-processing is required at a subset of the nodes in the network
so that the network as a whole can observe st. However, no node is required to be able to
observe the target state vector by itself.
Due to reduced subspace observability, the organic state spaces at the various nodes may
have lower dimensionality than st, leading to non-unique mappings from fixed points in the
organic state spaces to st. Each sensor node also runs an independent organic tracker that
can track targets in the organic state space at that node. Detailed descriptions about such
DOA and range-Doppler trackers can be found in [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. By
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processing batches of DOA estimates in the organic pre-processor, a DOA sensor node can
estimate the target’s bearing θ, heading direction φ, and the natural logarithm of the ratio
of the speed to the range Q. Batch processing can also provide error estimates for these
parameters. Thus the organic DOA trackers operate in the [θ Q φ]T space. The organic
range-Doppler trackers operate in the [r vr]T space, where r is the range to the target and
vr is the target’s radial velocity. These estimates are easily obtained using radar returns and
Doppler shift, and the error can be estimated in advance.
It is important to note that the proposed initialization algorithm produces accurate esti-
mates of the posterior distribution even if simpler, lower dimensional organic state spaces
are used. The only condition for the initialization algorithm to produce accurate results is
that the nodes in the network should collectively be able to observe the target’s full parame-
ter state vector. However, in the remainder of this section, we focus on the [θ Q φ]T organic
state space for DOA nodes and the [r vr]T state space for range-Doppler nodes. The sensor
network is assumed to be calibrated so that each node is aware of its own absolute location
and orientation. However, nodes need not be aware of the locations or orientations of other
nodes in the network.
2.2.2.1 Sampling Particles
Using the sequential sampling algorithm given in Section 2.2.1, particles can be sampled
from the individual posterior distributions from the DOA and range-Doppler nodes as given
in Table 1.
Here, (sm,x, sm,y) represents the x-y position of node m. Even after pre-processing
batches of θ estimates at the DOA nodes to produce estimates of Q and φ, the targets’
ranges are not known locally. If the targets’ ranges were known, then combining them with
the organic state estimates would give unique mappings to st. Therefore, the range estimate
for each particle must be sampled from an uninformative distribution that can be bounded
above by the maximum detection range for that sensor. The uniform distribution is an
ideal candidate from which to sample random range values to model the range uncertainty.
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Table 1. Sampling particles in the target state space from lower dimensional organic estimates. Step I
generates particles in the organic state space and the unobservable dimensions are sampled uniformly
over their dynamic range. Step II maps the particles generated in step I to the target state space.
DOA Nodes Range-Doppler Nodes

























































































When these ranges are combined with [θ Q φ]T estimates available at the DOA nodes, the
state vector s(i)t for each particle is uniquely determined and particles are spread over the
possible solution space. Similarly, for range-Doppler nodes operating in the [r vr]T state
space, tangential velocity and bearing information is required to produce unique mappings
to st. In applications in which the radar sensors use narrow beams, the targets’ bearings
may be observable. Similar to the DOA nodes, performing batch processing on these bear-
ings can generate estimates of Q and φ, which when combined with the available range and
radial velocity estimates can generate estimates of tangential velocity. However, using nar-
row beams reduces the coverage area of the radar sensors. In this work, we focus on radar
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sensors with hemispherical coverage. Such radar sensors are unable to observe targets’
bearings and tangential velocities and are more general than sensors with limited angular
coverage. In this case, the tangential velocity for each particle can be sampled from an
appropriate uniform distribution that takes into account the maximum possible speed of the
target. The bearing for each particle can be sampled uniformly over the angular coverage
for that node, which in the case of radar sensors with hemispherical coverage, would be
between 0 and 2π radians.
2.2.2.2 Initialization Example
Assume that two targets appear simultaneously in the network, with initial states given
by s1 = [−200, −500, 10, 20]T and s2 = [1600, 0, −14, −14]T. There are a total of four
sensor nodes in the field: two bearing nodes located at (500m, 400m) and (800m, −300m),
and two range-Doppler nodes located at (200m, −200m) and (1200m, 200m). The node
and target positions are shown in Figure 5. Organic trackers at the four nodes detect these
targets and produce estimates in their own state spaces.

















Figure 5. Node and target positions: ∇ represent range-Doppler nodes, X represent bearing nodes and
* represent targets.
To simulate the estimates available from the organic trackers (i.e., [θ Q φ]T from the
DOA trackers and [r vr]T from the range-Doppler trackers), the organic estimates provided
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Figure 6. Simulation example for initializing multiple targets using the low complexity initialization
algorithm.
to the initialization algorithm by the different nodes are Gaussian distributed about their
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true values, with standard deviations given by
σθ = 2◦, σQ = 0.02 s−1, σφ = 8◦, (26)
σr = 6 m, σvr = 0.4 m/s. (27)
The Gaussianity assumption is made only to simplify the implementation. This is a
standard practice for tracking algorithms since the algorithms used to estimate the mea-
surement noise (e.g., Newton recursion, LMS, RANSAC, etc.) assume that the noise is
Gaussian. However, it is important to note that even though the assumption of Gaussianity
is local at each node, the particle distributions are not necessarily Gaussian in the target
state space. This will be seen in the simulations. The presented algorithm can handle
non-Gaussian noise sources with minor modifications. The assumption of Gaussian noise
affects the initialization algorithm at only two stages. The first impact is at the particle
proposal stage. Here, if the noise is non-Gaussian, particles can still be generated by im-
portance sampling. The second impact is at the weighting stage. Here, if the pdf of the
noise distribution can be evaluated pointwise, then any arbitrary noise distribution can be
used. For simplicity, we will assume that the noise is Gaussian in these simulations.
Figures 6(a) to 6(d) represent the sequential particle proposal stage of the initialization
algorithm. Although the state vector is four dimensional, the subfigures in Figure 6 show
only the x-y locations of the particles. Nodes 1 and 3 are DOA nodes, whereas nodes 2 and
4 are range-Doppler nodes. There are a few important points to note. First, the total number
of particles used to represent the evolving posterior distribution remains constant at each
node, regardless of the total number of nodes that provided input to the initialization algo-
rithm. This ensures that the bandwidth remains constant for inter-node communication. It
can also be seen that each node that has a detection is equally weighted in the particle rep-
resentation and the percentage of particles that correspond to a detection from a particular
node reduces as the number of nodes that have provided input to the algorithm increases.
This is accomplished by the weighted resampling operation explained in Section 2.2.1.3.
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Another point to note is that even though each node is incapable of observing the targets’
states locally, the evolving particle support is concentrated in parts of the state space where
most sensor nodes agree. These final particles are plotted in Figure 6(d) and are propagated
back to all the nodes.
Importance weights are calculated for the final particles shown in Figure 6(d). Particles
along with their importance weights are used to generate the pdf of the posterior distribu-
tion. The x-y subspace of the posterior distribution is shown in Figure 6(e). As expected,
the distribution is highly peaked about the true target states. Estimates of the true target
states can be made based on this weighted set of particles. These estimates can be used to
initialize any distributed multi-target tracker.
2.3 Low Latency Initialization Algorithm
In this section, we present a low latency implementation of the initialization algorithm
given in Section 2.2 that reduces the number of communication passes required for global
initialization from three to two: a forward pass to sequentially generate the particle support
and importance weights, and a reverse pass to disseminate the final particles and importance
weights throughout the network. This algorithm comes at a cost of increased computation
at each node but is attractive if the latency incurred as a result of three communication
passes is not acceptable. Pseudocode for implementing the low latency algorithm is given
in Appendix B.
2.3.1 Theoretical Development
Since the first communication pass is used to sequentially generate the particles and weights,
the final set of particles and importance weights available at the output of the mth node,
m = 1, . . . , M, must represent the posterior distribution
p
(
st|z1,t, . . . , zm,t) . (28)
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For the reasons given in Section 2.2.1, (16) is still used as a proposal function and the
particle support is generated sequentially at each node. For this choice of proposal function,
the importance weights are given by (21). To satisfy these requirements, after processing





















Using mathematical induction, we show that it is possible to sequentially generate particles
and importance weights according to (29) and (30), respectively, to represent the cumula-
tive posterior distribution (28).
Assume that D particles and importance weights are used to represent the target’s state
distribution. At node 1, D particles are sampled according to its posterior distribution by

















It can be clearly seen that (31) and (32) represent (29) and (30), respectively, with m =
1. Hence, these particles and importance weights together represent the desired posterior
distribution (28) with m = 1. This set of particles and importance weights, along with
a single number ns = 1 representing the number of nodes that has provided input to the
initialization algorithm, is sent to node 2.
Now consider node m. Node m receives a set of particles s(i)r,t , importance weights w
(i)
r ,
and ns from node (m − 1). For simplicity of notation, assume that every preceding node
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Thus, the received particles and importance weights together represent the posterior dis-
tribution at node (m − 1), which is the combined knowledge of the (m − 1) nodes that
contributed to the initialization algorithm,
p
(
st|z1,t, . . . , zm−1,t) . (35)
Node m must now provide its own input to the global posterior distribution. It generates




The final set of particles and importance weights after processing at node m must obey (29)


































where each w̃(i)n,t needs to be adjusted to account for the particle support in order to arrive
at the true importance weights given by w(i)n,t. In (38), p
(
st|zm,t) is proportional to the data






can be approximated using kernel
















In (39), W (·) is an appropriately chosen stochastic kernel. Different choices of kernel
functions will be discussed in Chapter 5.




















































s(i)r,t − s( j)r,t
)
. (42)
The current set of 2D particles {s(i)n,t, s(i)r,t}Di=1 does not represent (29) since the mixture
distribution from which these particles are generated is not equally weighted. This discrep-
ancy can be corrected using a weighted resampling operation similar to the one used in
Section 2.2.1. The only modification to be made is that the surviving particles are stored
along with their associated scaled weights. The final set of D particles that survive, {s(i)t }Di=1,
represent (29).
The scaled weights associated with the particles surviving the resampling operation
are stored as {w̃(i)t }Di=1. From (37),(38), (40) and (41), the final set of importance weights



























s(i)t − s( j)t
)
. (44)
The final set of particles and importance weights given by {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 obeys (29) and (30).
Thus, this weighted set of particles represents the posterior distribution (28).
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As stated earlier, the low latency initialization algorithm requires two passes through
the communication chain for global initialization: a forward pass to sequentially generate
the particle support and importance weights, and a reverse pass to disseminate the final
particles and importance weights throughout the network. Data processing occurs only in
the first communication pass.
In the first pass, a varying set of a fixed number of D particles representing an equally
weighted mixture of the local posteriors of all preceding nodes is transmitted through the
communication chain. A set of D importance weights, which along with the set of particles
represents the evolving joint posterior of the network, is also transmitted. A single number
ns representing the number of nodes that detected a target and provided their input to the
algorithm is transmitted. At the end of the first pass, node M has the final set of D particles
that are distributed according to (16), and along with the D importance weights represent
the joint network posterior distribution.
In the second pass, the final sets of D particles and D importance weights are prop-
agated throughout the network using the reverse communication path. At the end of the
second pass, all nodes share the same particles and importance weights and the network is
initialized.
The reduction in inter-node communication passes offered by the low latency algorithm
comes at a cost of increased intra-node computation. The bulk of the computational load
comes from (39), (42) and (44), which use kernel density estimation. These equations in-
crease the computational complexity to O(D2) operations, a significant increase from O(D)
operations for the low complexity implementation in Section 2.2.1. Thus, the low latency
implementation, in its current form, should only be used if the increase in computation is
justified by savings in communication.
2.3.2 Simulation
Figure 7 demonstrates the low latency algorithm in operation for the same targets and node






























































Figure 7. Simulation example for initializing multiple targets using the low latency algorithm.
sequentially updated posterior distributions. It can be seen that as more nodes provide input
to the algorithm, the posterior distribution slowly has its weight shifted to areas where most
nodes are in agreement. The final posterior is shown in Figure 7(d). This distribution is
very similar to the posterior obtained in Figure 6(e). The minor differences arise because in
the low latency implementation, an approximation of the weighting function is used instead
of the true weighting function. However, it is important to note that the dominant peaks
remain unchanged regardless of which variant of the algorithm is used.
2.4 Initialization Algorithm with Delay Compensation
Delays can enter the system due to communication, processing and limited signal propaga-
tion velocities. In small networks with fast processors at each node, the communication and
processing delays can be ignored. However, in heterogeneous networks in which different
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sensors operate under different modalities, varying signal propagation velocities can lead to
erroneous estimates if they are not compensated. In the simulation examples presented in
the earlier sections, the DOA sensors could be acoustic arrays whereas the range-Doppler
sensors could use radar. The radar uses electromagnetic signals that propagate at the speed
of light and hence its measurements could be assumed to be instantaneous. On the other
hand, sound travels at 340m/s. If a target is moving with a high velocity and is at a large dis-
tance from the array, then the measurements received at the array could correspond to the
target’s state at a previous time. In this section, we present an extension to the initialization
algorithm in Section 2.2 to compensate for such time delays.
2.4.1 Theoretical Development
Particles {s̃(i)t }Di=1 are proposed sequentially at each node based on the posterior at that node
as given in Section 2.2.1. However, these particles may represent delayed target states and
must be shifted in the state space to compensate for the delays before they are propagated to
the next node in the communication chain. This movement of particles can be accomplished
using a model representing the target’s state evolution, as used by the organic tracker at that
node, and the estimated delay T . The processing delay, dproc, and the communication delay,
dcomm, can be estimated at each sensor node beforehand. However, in some cases it may be
difficult to estimate the signal propagation delay. For example, in the case of DOA nodes,
the range to the target is not observable and although the signal propagation velocity vm
may be known, the true delay cannot be estimated. However, since each particle represents
a hypothesized target state, the propagation delay for each particle can be estimated based
on the range r(i) to that particle from the current node. Thus, each particle is individually




+ dproc + dcomm, (45)




+ T (i)ut. (46)
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The noise added to these final particles accounts for possible target maneuvers, following
the state evolution model given in (1). These compensated particles are propagated through
the network and the rest of the sequential particle proposal strategy remains unchanged.
Once the final particles are generated, importance weights must be assigned. The
weighting function is the same as the one used in Section 2.2.1.4, but if the likelihood
function given in (24) is used, then some subset of the particles could be assigned incorrect
importance weights since the particles have been moved in accordance with the motion
model. The likelihood function is thus modified as follows,














Σ̃m,T (i) = J(hT (i)(zm,k,t))Σm,tJH(hT (i)(zm,k,t)) + T (i)
2
Σm,s, (48)
where Σm,s is the state transition noise covariance matrix for the organic tracker at node
m and hT (i)(zm,k,t) is the state transition vector for the organic tracker. For acoustic nodes,








hθ,T (zm,k,t) = tan−1
(
sin(θm,k,t) + exp(Qm,k,t)T sin(φm,k,t)
cos(θm,k,t) + exp(Qm,k,t)T cos(φm,k,t)
)
, (50)
hQ,T (zm,k,t) = Qm,k,t − 12 log
(
1 + 2T exp(Qm,k,t) cos(θm,k,t − φm,k,t) + T 2 exp(2Qm,k,t)
)
, (51)
hφ,T (zm,k,t) = φm,k,t. (52)
Analytical derivations of (49) through (52) can be found in [33, 30]. For radar nodes,







hr,T (zm,k,t) = rm,k,t + Tvrm,k,t, (54)
hvr ,T (zm,k,t) = vrm,k,t. (55)
Note that the covariance for the data likelihood is given by Σ̃m,T (i) and consists of two
components. The first component depends on the measurement noise. Since future states
are predicted using non-linear combinations of elements of zm,k,t given by hT (zm,k,t), noise
from the components of zm,k,t is accumulated according to the Jacobian of hT (zm,k,t). The
second component comes from the state transition noise and is introduced to account for
the possibility that the targets are maneuvering.
2.4.2 Simulation
To demonstrate the importance and effectiveness of delay compensation, we show simula-
tion results for a fast moving target in a geographically large network. We only simulate
the case for a single target so that the effect of compensation is clearly seen in the re-
sulting plots. The target is born at x1 = [250, −500, 45, 35]T and moves at an almost
constant velocity. Three acoustic nodes are located at (1000 m, -1000 m), (-500 m, 0 m) and
(200 m, 500 m), and a radar node is located at (-200 m, 400 m). The algorithm is simulated
for two cases: (a) Compensating for the acoustic propagation delay and (b) Not compen-
sating for acoustic propagation delay. In both cases, we assume that signal propagation is
the dominant source of delay in the system, i.e., communication and processing delays are
ignored. Figure 8 compares the proposed particles for the two cases.
When acoustic signal propagation delay is compensated, particles proposed by the
acoustic nodes undergo translation based on the motion model. Particles that are farther
away from the node undergo larger translation since the signals from these particles suffer
larger propagation delays. This effect is clearly seen in Figure 8(a). In Figure 8(b), how-
ever, the proposed particles do not undergo any translation. It can also be seen in Figure
8 that when the signal propagation delay is compensated, the posteriors from the different
nodes agree strongly in common areas of the state space when compared to the case when
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(a) With delay compensation.







(b) Without delay compensation.
Figure 8. Proposed particles with and without delay compensation.
the delay is not compensated. This is because without compensation, the posteriors from
the different nodes do not correspond to target states at the same time, leading to biased
estimates. This is clearly seen when the final set of weighted particles are sampled based
on their importance weights, and the surviving set of particles are plotted for both cases in
Figure 9.







(a) With delay compensation.







(b) Without delay compensation.
Figure 9. Final set of particles using our initialization algorithm.
Here, the circles represent the particle positions and the lines represent the velocities.
These particles can be used to initialize a DJT. The bold marker represents the true target
state. For case (a), the resulting particles have mean xC = [261.1, −488.6, 40.3, 40.8]T.
For case (b), the resulting particles have mean xNC = [134.4, −625.3, 40.9, 45.4]T. When
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compared to the true target state x1 = [250, −500, 45, 35]T, it is clear that compensating
for the acoustic propagation delay is essential for accurate initialization in large networks
with fast targets. It can also be seen in Figure 9 that the final set of particles are spread
over a larger area when the delay is compensated, compared to the case when there is
no compensation. This is expected since the motion model used to compensate for the
propagation delay accounts for possible maneuvers by randomly perturbing the states of
the proposed particles. The variance of this random perturbation increases with the length
of time for compensation, the variance of the measurement noise, and the variance of the
state transition noise. If the target is not expected to maneuver, then the motion model can
be altered accordingly and the variance of the final set of particles can be reduced.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have developed various algorithms for distributed sensor network initial-
ization. We started with the low complexity implementation of the initialization algorithm,
the theory for which was developed in great detail. This algorithm required three com-
munication passes through the network to achieve global initialization. In some situations,
the latency incurred by three communication passes may not be acceptable, and additional
computational power may be available at each node to be utilized to reduce the communi-
cation load. For such applications, the low latency implementation of the distributed ini-
tialization algorithm was developed. This version can achieve global initialization in two
communication passes but has increased intra-node computation requirements compared to
the low complexity algorithm. A delay compensating implementation of the initialization
algorithm was also developed. This version has the ability to compensate for various delays
that enter real world systems, including, but not limited to, communication, computation,
and limited signal propagation velocities.
Focusing on the distributed data fusion problem, we assumed a simple communication
topology. The algorithms developed in this chapter are applicable to sensor networks in
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which nodes communicate with each other using a fixed one-hop chain that extends from
the first node to the last node in the network. This communication topology is not applicable
to most real world sensor networks and will be generalized in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
INITIALIZING SENSOR NETWORKS USING COMMUNICATION
AND COMPUTATION TREES
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we focused on the distributed data fusion problem of sensor network initial-
ization, separating it from the specifics of communication topology. Hence, we assumed a
very simple communication topology consisting of a fixed one-hop chain extending from
the first node to the last node in the network. Limiting the initialization algorithms to such a
simple topology has some drawbacks because (i) such a topology is typically not applicable
to general sensor networks, and (ii) the fully sequential implementation limits the extent to
which processing at the various nodes can be parallelized.
In this chapter, we focus on generalizing the low latency initialization algorithm of
Section 2.3 to sensor networks with arbitrary communication topologies. We are not aware
of a straightforward method of generalizing the low complexity implementation of Sec-
tion 2.2 to sensor networks using arbitrary non-chain communication topologies without
creating a communication nightmare. On the other hand, generalizing the delay compen-
sating implementation of Section 2.4 requires minimal theoretical development and can
be accomplished through rigorous ’book-keeping’ of various delays. Hence the details of
generalizing the delay compensating algorithm will be overlooked.
We first discuss various communication topologies in general sensor networks. The
goal is to find a general topology that is applicable to arbitrary sensor networks. Next,
we adapt the distributed initialization algorithm to the general communication topology.
We develop our algorithm theoretically and discuss communication and computation de-
mands. Finally, we demonstrate the operation of the algorithm in a surveillance scenario
with varying communication topologies using simulated measurements.
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3.2 Communication Topologies
Based on connectivity, we can classify sensor networks as connected or disconnected. If it
is possible to establish a path through the network that connects any pair of sensor nodes,
such a sensor network is said to be connected. If there exists no such path connecting any
pair of nodes, then the network is said to be disconnected. In general, disconnected sensor
networks can be separated into multiple connected sensor networks that operate indepen-
dently. Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that all sensor networks consid-
ered in this work are connected. The algorithms developed in this chapter are applicable to
connected sensor networks, regardless of the level of connectivity.
Sensor networks can be naturally represented using graphical models. An undirected
graph G consists of a set of nodes V and a set of edges E that connect pairs of nodes.
If a sensor network is represented by G, then V represents the set of sensor nodes and E
represents the inter-node communication paths that exist. The edge set will vary depending
on the level of connectivity of the network. Two examples of graphs are given in Figure 10.
In Figure 10(a) a connected graph for the 4 × 4 nearest neighbor grid is shown. It can
be seen that multiple cycles exist. If data is shared between neighboring nodes, then it
is highly probable that contributions to a message by a particular node can return to the
same node after the message travels around the network over various paths. Statistical cor-
relations now exist between the received message and local knowledge, thus breaking the
independence assumption needed for the distributed initialization algorithm and affecting
the quality of final estimates. This problem has been addressed in the context of the loopy
belief propagation (LBP) in [38, 39] where it has been shown that the marginal distribu-
tions of the nodes in the network converge to the correct means but the variances are often
incorrect. In this dissertation, we attempt to eliminate cycles in the network with the aim
of preserving conditional independence.
A spanning tree T of a connected undirected graph G is a connected graph with no




Figure 10. Sample graphical models applied to sensor networks: (a) A 4 × 4 nearest neighbor grid. (b)
A spanning tree for the 4 × 4 nearest neighbor grid.
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are connected without the formation of cycles, by the elimination of a subset of the edges.
Any general graph G might have multiple spanning tree representations. One example of a
spanning tree for the 4 × 4 nearest neighbor grid is shown in Figure 10(b). Rooting a tree
can be accomplished by assigning any node as the root node. The edges of rooted trees
may have orientations, typically towards or away from the root. Hence, rooted trees are
often treated as directed acyclic graphs. Nodes in rooted trees that have no child nodes are
referred to as leaf nodes. In Section 3.3, we develop a distributed initialization algorithm
for sensor networks represented by tree structured communication topologies.
The representation of arbitrary connected graphs by spanning trees brings up two inter-
esting questions: (i) how do we determine which node should be assigned as the root node
and (ii) which spanning tree representation, if multiple ones exist, should be used. There
are various criteria for selecting the root node. One option is to keep the root node fixed at
all times. Such a predetermined root node could be selected by virtue of its geographical
position, or its sensing and computational power. Another option would be to assign a root
node on the fly as the node that is the first to detect an event of interest. The choice of the
spanning tree used could be tied to the choice of the root node. Other criteria for choosing
the spanning tree include, but are not limited to, minimizing or maximizing the depth of
the tree, minimizing or maximizing the breadth of the tree, and minimizing or maximizing
the number of leaf nodes. It is true that different choices of spanning trees and root nodes
could affect the amount of processing that occurs in parallel, thus affecting the execution
speed of the algorithm. However, the initialization algorithm of Section 3.3 is designed to
be unaffected by the order in which nodes provide input to the algorithm, hence making it
robust to specific choices of trees and roots.
3.3 Initialization for Tree Structured Networks
The initialization algorithm presented here has general applicability in arbitrary sensor net-
works because it only depends on the ability of the network to organize its communication
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in a tree structure T—any node could play the role of the root node in the tree. A root
node would be responsible for launching the initialization algorithm. It would process the
data it receives from the environment and produce an estimate of the pdf of the target’s
state. This estimate is generated in a discrete format using particles and their associated
importance weights. These particles and importance weights are then sent to one or more
neighboring nodes which are the children of the root node. Each neighboring (child) node
generates its own intrinsic set of particles and importance weights based on its organic state
estimates. Then a combining step is needed to merge the intrinsic particles and importance
weights with the received set of particles and importance weights to produce an improved
representation of the target’s state distribution. This process is obviously recursive so it can
be continued as particles propagate throughout the network from the root node to its de-
scendants (children, grandchildren, and so on). Once the leaf nodes of the tree are reached,
it is necessary to propagate the pdf’s back up to the root, so that one node will have a pdf
that incorporates the measurements from all nodes. In the process of moving the pdf’s back
up the tree it is necessary to merge pdf’s from different branches while not weighting any
measurement more than once. The last step in the initialization is a global broadcast of the
final pdf from the root to all the other nodes. As stated in [40], such a root-to-leaf-to-root
algorithmic structure allows great flexibility. A sample communication tree, with the root
node at the top, is given in Figure 11.
3.3.1 Theoretical Development
The fusion algorithms for the downward (root-to-leaf) pass and the upward (leaf-to-root)
pass are developed in the following subsections.
3.3.1.1 Downward Pass
Consider a leaf node Sl with parent node Pl and a set of ancestor nodes GPl. The root
node is contained within GPl. A message launched by the root node propagates downward
through the network, collecting data from nodes that it traverses. Note that the message
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Figure 11. Communication tree. Arrows indicate two-way communication paths.
(a) (b)
Figure 12. Subtrees for algorithm development. Circles represent single nodes and clouds represent
sets of nodes: (a) Downward pass (b) Upward pass.
received at Sl has followed a fixed one-hop communication chain starting from the root
node as given in Figure 12(a). This is identical to the communication chain in Figure 4, the
distributed fusion algorithm for which has been developed in Section 2.3. After fusing the
received message with local organic state estimates, the particles and weights available at
Sl are given by (56) and (57), where Ml represents the number of nodes traversed by the
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These together represent the distribution
p(st|zµ,t), µ = {m|m ∈ {Sl,Pl,GPl}}. (58)
3.3.1.2 Upward Pass
While the downward pass of the initialization algorithm was responsible for generating the
joint knowledge for individual branches of the tree, the upward pass is responsible for fus-
ing knowledge across branches. The upward pass is more complicated than the downward
pass for multiple reasons. First of all, messages received at a parent node from different
children may represent the joint knowledge of different numbers of nodes. Secondly, as
different branches of the tree may contain some common nodes, the messages received by
a parent node from different children may contain some unique knowledge and some re-
dundant knowledge. The common nodes are typically the ancestor nodes contained in the
chain extending from the root node to the current parent node. Therefore, care must be
taken when fusing the received messages to ensure that all the individual nodes are equally
represented.
As shown in Figure 12(b), consider a parent node Pl that receives messages from mul-
tiple children nodes Cl,n, with n = 1, . . . ,N. A fusion algorithm developed to effectively
fuse messages received by Pl can be used to fuse messages received by any arbitrary node
in the network. GPl represents the set of ancestor nodes. Without loss of generality, one
can assume that a message sent by Cl,n to Pl represents the joint knowledge of all subtrees
below it, defined by the set of all successor nodes {Cl,n,GCl,n}, and common knowledge
of ancestor nodes {Pl,GPl}. In the following equations, M∗ represents the total number
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of nodes that have been traversed by the current message and is used simply for normal-










m∈{GPl ,Pl ,Cl,n ,GCl,n}
p(s(i)Cl,n,t|zm,t)
∑
m∈{GPl ,Pl ,Cl,n ,GCl,n}
p(s(i)Cl,n,t|zm,t)
. (60)
These together represent the distribution
p(st|zµ,t), µ = {m|m ∈ {GPl,Pl,Cl,n,GCl,n}}. (61)
















and together represent the distribution
p(st|zµ,t), µ = {m|m ∈ {GPl,Pl}}. (64)









m∈{GPl ,Pl ,Cl,1,...,N ,GCl,1,...,N }
p(s(i)Pl,t|zm,t)
∑
m∈{GPl ,Pl ,Cl,1,...,N ,GCl,1,...,N }
p(s(i)Pl,t|zm,t)
. (66)
One can define a set of scaled weights as
w̃(i)t =
∏
m∈{GPl ,Pl ,Cl,1,...,N ,GCl,1,...,N }
p(s(i)t |zm,t). (67)
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These can be factored as
w̃(i)t =
∏





Multiplying and dividing by common ancestral knowledge and regrouping terms, we can















Since particles and weights representing the numerator and denominator are given in (59),
















s(i)t − ŝ( j)Pl,t
)
N−1 . (70)
Such scaled weights are evaluated for all received particles and stored as {{w̃(i)Cl,n,t}Di=1}Nn=1.
Next, particles representing (65) must be generated from the ND received particles
{{s(i)Cl,n,t}Di=1}Nn=1. This can be accomplished using a weighted resampling operation. Messages
received from each child contain a fixed number of D particles and importance weights,
regardless of the number of node posteriors represented by the message. Thus, to ensure
that the final particle distribution represents an equally weighted mixture as given in (65),
the particles from a message should be assigned resampling weights that are proportional to
the number of node posteriors represented by that message. Although it sounds straightfor-
ward, the implementation requires some care. Each set of received particles can be divided
into two sets: (i) particles representing successor information only that is unique to one of
the N received messages and (ii) particles representing common ancestral information that
is contained in all received messages. If the particles representing the common ancestor
node posteriors are assigned the same resampling weights as the particles representing the
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unique successor node posteriors, the final set of particles that survive resampling will over-
represent the ancestor posteriors. Hence, the particles representing the common ancestor
posteriors must be assigned lower resampling weights.
Let Ml,n represents the number of nodes represented in the message received from the
nth child Cl,n. The first set represents particles sampled from the child and successor poste-
riors only. This set of particles from Cl,n is given by






and assigned resampling weights proportional to the number of node posteriors represented
{w̌( j)Cl,n,C,t} = Ml,n. (72)
The second set represents particles sampled from the parent and ancestor posteriors only.
This set of particles from Cl,n is given by






Because each of the N received messages contain particles representing common ancestor





A set of D particles can be generated by weighted sampling with replacement from the re-
ceived particles {{s(i)Cl,n,t}Di=1}Nn=1 using resampling weights generated using (72) and (74). The




The scaled weights {w̃(i)Pl,t}Di=1 can now be modified to determine the importance weights


















The final set of particles and importance weights {s(i)Pl,t,w
(i)
Pl,t
}Di=1 at Pl represent the desired
joint distribution
p(st|zµ,t), µ = {m|m ∈ {GPl,Pl,Cl,1,...,N ,GCl,1,...,N}}, (77)
and are propagated to the parent node for Pl. This fusion procedure is repeated at each
node during the upward pass until messages arrive at the root node. After fusing incoming
messages at the root node, the final particles and importance weights {s(i)t ,w(i)t }Di=1 represent
the joint distribution for the entire network.
3.3.1.3 Communication and Computation
The generalized initialization algorithm presented in this chapter requires three passes
through the selected spanning tree for global initialization: a root-to-leaf pass, or down-
ward pass, to sequentially generate the particle support and importance weights represent-
ing the joint distribution for individual branches, a leaf-to-root pass, or upward pass, to fuse
distributions across branches, and a final downward pass to disseminate the final particles
and importance weights throughout the network. Data processing occurs only in the first
two communication passes.
The downward pass is identical to the first pass of the low latency initialization al-
gorithm of Section 2.3. Hence, the message passed from a parent node to each of its N
children consists of D particles, D importance weights, and a single number ns represent-
ing the number of nodes that detected a target and provided their input to the algorithm.
The computational load at each node is O(D2).
In the upward pass, the message transmitted from each child node to its parent node con-
sists of D particles, D importance weights, and a single number ns representing the number
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of nodes that detected a target and provided their input to the algorithm. Determining the
scaled weights in (70) requires O(N2D2) operations and dominates the computational load
at each node in the upward pass.
The final downward pass is needed to broadcast the final sets of D particles and D
importance weights throughout the network. No computation takes place during this final
downward pass.
3.3.2 Simulations
The generalized initialization algorithm is simulated for a network consisting of bearing
nodes and range-Doppler nodes as shown in Figure 13. For the same reasons given in
Chapter 2, none of these nodes are capable of locally observing the state vectors of two
targets, T1 and T2, that appear simultaneously in the network. A total of 7 nodes exist,
S1 through S7. All the odd numbered nodes are bearing nodes and all the even numbered
nodes are range-Doppler nodes. The algorithm developed in Section 3.3.1 is used to fuse
noisy local estimates in a distributed manner, with minor modifications made to account for
missed detections. Explicit data association is not required. In the following simulations,
we demonstrate the performance of the initialization algorithm with varying communica-
tion paths and target occlusions.
3.3.2.1 Simulation I
In the first simulation, the inter-node communication paths are as given in Figure 14. S1
is the root node that launches the initialization algorithm. The other nodes perform their
functions sequentially. Organizing this network hierarchically, the paths taken by various
messages form the tree given in Figure 15. In the downward pass, nodes communicate in
the order in which they have been numbered. In the upward pass, nodes communicate in
the reverse order. For this simulation, we assume that all 7 nodes detect both targets.
Figure 16 shows the evolving particle support in x-y space as messages propagate
through the network during the downward pass from the root node towards the leaf nodes.
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Figure 13. Sensor network setup. × represent bearing nodes, 5 represent range nodes, and ∗ represent
targets.




















Figure 14. Network with tree communication. × represent bearing nodes, 5 represent range nodes, ∗
represent targets, and↔ represent communication paths.
Note that even though the particles contain velocity information and each particle has an
associated importance weight, this information is not displayed. As messages propagate
downwards, information is fused over the branches of the tree being traversed. As seen
in the particle support at each of the leaf nodes, the fused data represents the combined
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Figure 15. Communication tree for the simulated network
knowledge of the chain of sensor nodes from the root to that particular leaf. For example,
the particle distribution at S7 represents the combined knowledge of the chain S1-S3-S7
consisting of three bearing nodes. Data still needs to be fused across the various branches
to represent the joint knowledge over the entire network. This is accomplished in the up-
ward pass.
Figure 17 shows the evolving particle support in x-y space as messages propagate
through the network during the upward pass from the leaf nodes towards the root node.
As messages propagate upwards, knowledge from multiple child nodes are merged by the
parents and redundant ancestral knowledge is compensated so it is not over-represented.
The final set of particles available at the root node represent an equally weighted mixture
of posteriors from all the nodes in the network.
The joint distribution for the entire network generated using the particles and weights
at the end of the upward pass is plotted in Figure 18. It can be seen that two distinct
peaks appear at the true target locations. This demonstrates that the initialization algorithm
developed in this paper is effective in fusing data across the network.
3.3.2.2 Simulation II
Since the initialization algorithm developed in this chapter is intended to be a generalization
of the basic initialization algorithm developed for communication chains in Chapter 2,
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Figure 16. Particle distribution during the downward pass through the communication tree when all
sensors detect both targets.
simulations are repeated for the same network in Figure 13 with a chain communication
topology as given in Figure 19. The evolution of the particle distribution is given in Figure
20. Because the network is organized as a chain, all the data in the network is fused by the
end of the downward pass. The upward pass is simply used to propagate the final particles
and weights back to the root node. The final set of particles and weights at S7 is used to
generate the joint network posterior distribution given in Figure 21.
Comparing these results to those of Simulation I, two important features stand out.
First, it can be seen that the final set of particles at S7 in Figure 20 closely resembles the
final set of particles at S1 in Figure 17. This is expected since the final particle distribution
is an equally weighted mixture of local posterior distributions from all the nodes in the
network and is statistically unaffected by the order in which nodes provide input to the
algorithm. The minor differences are due to specific random number realizations used to
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Figure 18. Joint distribution for the network using a communication tree. All sensors see both targets.
generate the particle support at each node. Another feature is that the posterior distributions
in Figures 18 and 21 are both multimodal and have peaks at the true target locations. This is
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Figure 19. Communication chain for the simulated network.
Figure 20. Particle evolution during the downward pass through a communication chain.
also expected as the final joint network posterior distribution is proportional to the product
of local posterior distributions and is statistically unaffected by node scheduling. The minor
differences in the low probability regions are due to specific realizations of the random





















Figure 21. Joint distribution for the network using a communication chain.
3.3.2.3 Simulation III
In this simulation, we run our initialization algorithm on yet another communication topol-
ogy in the same sensor network given in Figure 13. A communication tree of unit height is
created with S1 as the root node and all other nodes as leaf nodes connected directly to S1.
We refer to this communication topology as a spider topology. The graphical representation
of the spider topology is given in Figure 22.
Figure 22. Spider topology represents a communication tree with unit height.
The evolution of the particle distribution during the downward and upward passes are
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given in Figures 23 and 24 respectively. The final set of particles and weights available at
Figure 23. Particle evolution during the downward pass through a spider topology.
S1 at the end of the upward pass is used to generate the joint network posterior distribution
given in Figure 25. Comparing these results to those of simulations I and II, we see consis-
tent performance regardless of the particular topology used by the network for inter-node
communication. Consistency is seen in the final particle distribution, available at S1 in Fig-
ures 17 and 24, and at S7 in Figure 20, as well as in the final posterior distributions given in
Figures 18, 21 and 25. Once again, the minor differences are due to specific realizations of
the random number generators. This further goes to show that our initialization algorithm
is unaffected by specific communication topologies.
3.3.2.4 Simulation IV
In this simulation, we use the same communication topologies as given in simulations I,
II and III, but we shift our focus to how the initialization algorithm performs with target
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Figure 25. Joint distribution for the network using a spider topology.
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occlusions. Therefore, in the simulated measurements available at each sensor, not all
sensors are capable of detecting both targets. Only S1 is capable of detecting both targets.
S2, S4 and S5 only detect T1, whereas S3, S6 and S7 only detect T2. Once again, in
the downward pass, nodes communicate in the order in which they have been numbered,
whereas in the upward pass, nodes communicate in the reverse order.
We first simulate the network using a communication tree as given in Figure 15. The
evolving particle distributions during the downward and upward passes are shown in Fig-
ures 26 and 27, respectively. Due to target occlusions, the local posterior distributions at
Figure 26. Particle distribution during the downward pass through the communication tree with target
occlusions.
the individual nodes in the network differ from the local posterior distributions in simula-
tion I. This results in a different final particle distribution available at S1 at the end of the
upward pass. These particles and their associated importance weights are used to generate
the pdf of the joint network posterior distribution given in Figure 28. Despite targets being
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Figure 27. Particle distribution during the upward pass through the communication tree with target
occlusions.
occluded at a subset of the sensors in the network, the final joint distribution is multimodal
with distinct peaks at the true target locations. Hence, in this simulation, it can be seen that
our initialization algorithm is robust to missed detections at a subset of the sensors in the
network. In general, the posterior distribution will be peaked at locations in the target state
space where most sensors are in agreement, regardless of which sensor sees which target.
We simulate the same target occlusions discussed above in networks using the chain
and spider communication topologies as given in Figures 19 and 22 respectively. We do
not show the sequential particle generation, but the final network posterior distributions in
each case are given in Figures 29 and 30. It can be seen that both posterior distributions
are multimodal with peaks at the true target locations. This demonstrates consistent perfor-



































Figure 29. Joint distribution for the network using a communication chain with occluded targets.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have generalized the initialization algorithm of Chapter 2 to sensor
networks with arbitrary communication topologies. We showed that any sensor network
that is globally connected can be represented using a spanning tree. We then developed
the theory for the generalized initialization algorithm for sensor networks using arbitrary
















Figure 30. Joint distribution for the network using a spider communication topology with occluded
targets.
varying communication topologies and target occlusions.
In the computational analysis of the generalized initialization algorithm, which is given
in Section 3.3.1.3, we have shown that the majority of the computational load appears in
the upward communication pass. With D particles and D weights representing messages
transmitted from each of the N children to their parent node, the upward pass requires
O(N2D2) operations at each parent node. It is clear that the particular choice of spanning
tree representation for the sensor network could significantly affect the computational load
at each node, which increases quadratically with the number of children. However, having
multiple children allows parallel processing, thereby offering the opportunity to reduce any
processing latency that may exist in the system. The selection of the optimal spanning tree
is out of the scope of this dissertation but is an exciting topic for future research.
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CHAPTER 4
COMPARISON WITH BELIEF PROPAGATION METHODS
4.1 Introduction
Distributed estimation of the evolving hidden states of a system has traditionally been ad-
dressed in a Bayesian framework by using Belief Propagation (BP) methods [41]. In BP
methods, the estimated target posterior distribution can be communicated through the net-
work and it evolves as the various sensor nodes provide their input to the estimate. Using
BP methods in the tracking problem, electrical engineers, computer scientists, and statisti-
cians handle the distributed communication issues by only passing messages to neighboring
nodes and by casting the tracking problem in a Markov random field (MRF) framework [42]
as shown in Figure 31.
r
Figure 31. In the BP framework, when the information at a sensor node is transmitted to neighboring
nodes as messages, the communication can be achieved using a constant channel bandwidth. To pre-
serve the node’s battery life, the messages are passed only to those neighbors within its transmission
range rt. Because of the data processing that occurs in the node to represent the cumulative state in-
formation using constant bandwidth, information can only be lost [43]. Hence, we need to trade-off the
communication bandwidth for more precise state representations.
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For the reasons given in Section 1.2, the analytical evaluation of complicated integrals
in the BP equations may not be feasible. Therefore, two almost identical nonparametric
methods were independently developed as solutions to this problem. One method is called
nonparametric belief propagation (NBP) [44] and the other is called particle message pass-
ing (PAMPAS) [27]. Although these methods are quite similar, they differ in how messages
are created, and this leads to differences in performance.
We begin this chapter with a brief overview of the theory and equations involved in
BP and motivate the need for nonparametric implementations. Next, we use BP to address
the problem of sensor network initialization and compare it to our distributed initialization
algorithm. Both, theoretical analysis and simulation results are provided
4.2 Overview of Belief Propagation
Detailed discussions of NBP and PAMPAS are given in [44, 27] respectively. For the
reader’s convenience, we provide the basic formulation in this section. Consider a set of
nodes, V, and a set of edges, E = {(n1, n2) | n1, n2 ∈ V}, that define an undirected graph,
G. If a sensor network is represented by G, then V represents the set of sensor nodes in
the network and E represents the communication paths between various nodes. We can
define the neighborhood, P(s), of a node, s ∈ V, as the set of nodes, t ∈ V, that satisfies
(s, t) ∈ E. Each node, s, is associated with a hidden state variable, ss, and an observed
measurement, ys. We can define node potentials, ψs(ss, ys), that represent the relationship
between the state variable and the observed measurement at a node, and edge potentials,
ψst(ss, st), that represent the relationship between the state variables of neighboring nodes.










where s represents the network state vector, and Z is used for normalization so that the
integral of (78) equals unity. The goal of BP methods is to find the conditional marginal
distributions, p(ss|y), for all the nodes in the network. This is accomplished by sharing
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where α is a normalizing constant. An approximation to the marginal distribution at a node
is obtained by combining the incoming messages with the local measurement as




By passing messages between nodes and with an appropriate choice of the state vector, BP
methods can be used to initialize distributed sensor networks.
Since the analytical evaluation of complicated BP equations may not be feasible for
non-Gaussian potentials, NBP and PAMPAS were developed as nonparametric alterna-
tives. In these methods, the messages propagated between nodes consist of D particles,
and possibly their associated importance weights, and continuous approximations to the
messages are made using KDE. Thus, each message is approximated by a mixture density
that is generated by placing appropriate kernels at each particle location. Typically, di-
agonal covariance Gaussian kernels are used. Messages received from neighboring nodes
are combined by multiplying them together. The product of the received messages is then
multiplied by local knowledge.
Assume that we have N Gaussian densities that are multiplied together. For the nth
density, let µn represent the mean, Σn represent the covariance, and wn represent the relative


















For the general case of N input mixtures consisting of D components each, direct multipli-
cation results in a mixture consisting of DN components. A resampling step is required to
maintain a fixed bandwidth for inter-node communication and also to maintain computa-
tional tractability. Various algorithms have been proposed to select a representative sample
from the DN product components and prevent the total number of mixture components
from growing exponentially. A naive exhaustive method would first explicitly compute all
DN product densities. Then, a weighted sampling with replacement operation would be
performed according to the relative weights w̄ of the product components to generate an
equally weighted mixture of D components. To illustrate the relative weight assignment,
consider a simple example of two one-dimensional mixture densities, each consisting of
two equally weighted Gaussian components. These mixture densities, along with their four
component product mixture, are shown in Figure 32. It can be seen that the product com-
ponents have higher weighting in regions of the state space where the input densities have
overlapping components. The greater the amount of overlap, the higher is the assigned
weighting. These define the high probability regions of the state space. After a weighted
sampling with replacement operation according to the assigned weights, the product com-
ponents with high weights are likely to survive, whereas those with low weights are likely
to be eliminated. Thus, the surviving mixture components are likely to be concentrated in
the high probability regions of the state space.
In [44], the Gibbs sampler is used to select a representative sample from the product
mixture without explicitly computing all DN product components. Use of the Gibbs sam-
pler reduces the computational load to O(kND2) operations, where k represents the number
of iterations required by the Gibbs sampler to generate one sample. In [45], mixture im-
portance sampling is proposed as a method to reduce computation to O(ND2) operations.
[45] also proposes the use of kd-trees, the computational cost of which is dependent on the
choice of various approximating parameters.
Although NBP and PAMPAS both use particle sets to represent messages, there are
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(a) Input mixture 1.










(b) Input mixture 2.











Figure 32. Taking products of Gaussian mixture densities. The input mixture densities in (a) and (b)
contain 2 components each. The product mixture in (c) contains 4 components, one of which is assigned
such a small weight that it is barely visible.
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subtle differences that lead to differences in performance. Whereas PAMPAS is specialized
for graphical models in which the potentials can be expressed as a mixture of Gaussians,
NBP allows more general potential functions. However, the variance estimates generated
by NBP tend to be biased above their true values, while those generated by PAMPAS are
unbiased.
4.3 Using Belief Propagation for Distributed Initialization
4.3.1 Theoretical Formulation
The nonparametric implementations of BP find direct applicability to our distributed ini-
tialization problem. The node potentials are now simply the local posterior distributions,
ψs(s, ys) = p(s|ys). (84)
Since we are interested in estimating the joint network posterior distribution and not the
local marginal distributions, the state vector to be estimated has the same parameters at
each node. Therefore, the edge potentials are meaningless and can be dropped. Equations









Since the primary difference between NBP and PAMPAS lies in how new messages are
generated using the edge potentials, this difference is eliminated in our application and
facilitates a common implementation, which we will refer to as the BP implementation.
Comparing the BP implementation to our initialization algorithm, various similarities
can be seen. Both algorithms attempt to produce a discrete approximation to the joint
network posterior distribution. The approximation is obtained by sequentially taking the
products of local node posterior distributions and propagating these products through the
network. Both algorithms maintain fixed bandwidth for inter-node communication. The
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primary difference lies in how the joint distribution is represented. In our initialization al-
gorithm, the particles are distributed according to an equally weighted mixture of local node
posterior distributions, and importance weights are assigned to represent the evolving joint
network posterior. In the BP implementation, particles are themselves distributed accord-
ing to the evolving joint network posterior and are concentrated in areas of high probability.
Thus, in a simple sense, the importance function we use in our initialization algorithm has
an additive form whereas the importance function used by the BP implementation has a
multiplicative form. Both methods have advantages and disadvantages.
A major advantage of the BP implementation is that it can potentially use fewer particles
than our initialization algorithm. This is because as the joint network posterior distribution
evolves, the BP implementation constantly shifts particles to high probability regions of
the state space. Our initialization algorithm, on the other hand, retains local posterior
distributions in the particle support. Hence, a large number of particles could lie in low
probability regions of the joint network posterior distribution. This is particularly true if
sensors in the network lack local observability of the target state. The problem worsens
with an increase in the number of sensors in the network.
However, the multiplicative form of the BP implementation can lead to some major
disadvantages. Since the estimate of the posterior distribution is generated by multiplying
messages together, errors in the final estimate can arise when one or more of the messages
are erroneous. For example, if a node is confident in an erroneous estimate, then it could
incorrectly pull the particle distribution towards an incorrect state. Our algorithm is ex-
pected to show greater robustness to false alarms since the particle distribution retains local
knowledge. A similar effect is seen in the case of missed detections. For example, if the
evolving posterior distribution has two peaks corresponding to two targets, and the current
node detects only one of the two targets, then all the particles used by the BP implementa-
tion could be shifted to the region of the state space corresponding to that detected target.
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Depending on the communication topology and node scheduling, even if all the other sen-
sors in the network detect both targets, the particle distribution may never be pulled back
to the second target’s state. We show that our initialization algorithm demonstrates greater
robustness to missed detections, communication topology and node scheduling.
4.3.2 Simulations
In this section we simulate the BP implementation for comparison against our distributed
initialization algorithm. To ensure a fair comparison, the BP implementation was simulated
under circumstances that were as close as possible to those under which our initialization
algorithm was simulated. We simulate the same 7 sensor network with the same 2 targets
used in Section 3.3.2. For convenience, the network setup is once again shown in Figure
33. A total of 1000 particles are used in each simulation. We implemented a sequential




















Figure 33. Sensor network setup. × represent bearing nodes, 5 represent range nodes, and ∗ represent
targets.
schedule for inter-node communication as discussed in [46]. This schedule is very similar
to the one-hop communication protocol used to simulate our initialization algorithm, and
is applicable to the chain and tree communication topologies.
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For acyclic communication topologies, estimates of the joint network posterior distribu-
tion generated using BP converge to the true posterior distribution once the messages from
each node reach every other node in the network [44]. Using the chain and tree topologies,
this condition is satisfied at the end of the forward pass and at the end of the upward pass,
respectively. In practice, multiple iterations may be required for the nonparametric imple-
mentation of BP to converge. However, we only simulate a single iteration to make a fair
comparison with our algorithm. Following [27], a single outlier particle with zero mean
and large covariance was included with each message. This outlier particle was weighted
to account for 10% of the entire message probability, which is identical to the probability of
miss in the simulation of our initialization algorithm. Among the various methods available
to reduce computations, we use mixture importance sampling [45] to determine message
products at each node.
4.3.2.1 Simulation I
In this simulation, we compare our distributed initialization algorithm with the BP imple-
mentation when each sensor detects both targets. We use the chain communication topol-
ogy given in Figure 34. The sequential particle proposal stages for both algorithms are
Figure 34. Communication chain for the simulated network.
shown in Figures 35 and 36. In Figure 35, it is clear that the multiplicative form of the im-
portance function used by the BP implementation shifts the particle support to areas of high
probability. Therefore, at the end of the forward pass, the particles at S7 are concentrated
around the true target states. On the other hand, the final particle distribution generated by
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Figure 35. Particle evolution during the downward pass through a communication chain using the BP
implementation.
our distributed initialization algorithm has a large number of particles in low probability
regions of the state space. This behavior can be seen in the particle distribution at S7 in
Figure 36.
The final posterior distributions generated using our initialization algorithm and the BP
implementation are shown in Figure 37. Both distributions have strong peaks at the true
target states, demonstrating satisfactory performance from both algorithms when used to
initialize new targets. However, the particle distribution generated by our initialization al-
gorithm results in small bumps in the low probability regions of the joint network posterior
compared to that generated by the BP implementation. Such behavior is commonly seen in
densities generated by KDE if data points lie in the tails of the approximated densities [24].
Since we are only interested in finding the peaks of the joint network posterior distribution,
this behavior can be neglected.
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Figure 37. Comparing the posterior distributions generated by our initialization algorithm and the BP
implementation when all sensors detect all targets. The chain communication topology is used.
4.3.2.2 Simulation II
Although the BP implementation showed good performance in simulation I, we expect per-
formance to drop in the presence of target occlusions. In this simulation, only S1 and S7
see both targets. S2, S4 and S5 only see target 1 whereas S3 and S6 only see target 2. The
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same chain communication topology given in Figure 34 is used. The final posterior distri-
butions generated by our initialization algorithm and the BP implementation are given in






























Figure 38. Comparing the posterior distributions generated by our initialization algorithm and the BP
implementation in the presence of target occlusions. The chain communication topology is used.
Table 2. Comparing detection rates for our initialization algorithm and the BP implementation in the
presence of target occlusions. The chain communication topology is used.
Iteration, Detections Our Algorithm Our Algorithm BP BP
Target 1 Target 2 Target 1 Target 2
1 1 1 1 0
2 1 1 0 1
3 1 1 0 1
4 1 1 0 1
5 1 1 1 0
6 1 1 1 0
7 1 1 0 1
8 1 1 1 0
9 1 1 1 0
10 1 1 0 1
Detection Rate (100 runs) 0.99 0.96 0.43 0.59
terior distribution with minor anomalies in the tails, strong peaks appear at the true target
states. However, the BP implementation ends up losing one of the two targets completely.
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We have repeated this simulation 100 times with different random number realizations.
The detected targets over the first 10 iterations along with the detection rates over all 100
iterations are given in Table 2. It can be seen that our initialization algorithm significantly
outperforms the BP implementation.
4.3.2.3 Simulation III
We repeat the experiment from simulation II by reversing the order of the nodes in the com-
munication chain. Therefore, in this simulation, S7 launches the initialization algorithm,
and the posterior distribution evolves as it passes through the communication chain towards
S1. The same occlusions from simulation II are repeated. The final posterior distributions
generated by our initialization algorithm and the BP implementation are given in Figure





























Figure 39. Comparing the posterior distributions generated by our initialization algorithm and the BP
implementation in the presence of target occlusions. The chain communication topology is used in
reverse order.
get completely, whereas our initialization algorithm produces a posterior distribution with
peaks at the true target locations. We have repeated this simulation 100 times with different
random number realizations. The detected targets over the first 10 iterations along with the
detection rates over all 100 iterations are given in Table 3. Once again, it is clear that our
initialization algorithm outperforms the BP implementation.
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Table 3. Comparing detection rates for our initialization algorithm and the BP implementation in the
presence of target occlusions. The chain communication topology is used in reverse order.
Iteration, Detections Our Algorithm Our Algorithm BP BP
Target 1 Target 2 Target 1 Target 2
1 1 0 1 0
2 1 1 1 0
3 1 1 0 1
4 1 1 1 0
5 1 1 0 1
6 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 0
8 1 1 0 1
9 1 1 0 1
10 1 0 1 0
Detection Rate (100 runs) 0.98 0.99 0.5 0.59
4.3.2.4 Simulation IV
In this simulation, we compare the performance of our initialization algorithm with that of
the BP implementation in a sensor network using the tree communication topology given
in Figure 40. Occlusions are simulated as follows: S1, S4, S5, S6 and S7 detect both
Figure 40. Communication tree for the simulated network
targets, S2 only detects target 1, and S3 only detects target 2. The final posterior distri-
butions generated by our initialization algorithm and the BP implementation are given in
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Figure 41. Comparing the posterior distributions generated by our initialization algorithm and the BP
implementation in the presence of target occlusions. The tree communication topology is used.
Table 4. Comparing detection rates for our initialization algorithm and the BP implementation in the
presence of target occlusions. The tree communication topology is used.
Iteration, Detections Our Algorithm Our Algorithm BP BP
Target 1 Target 2 Target 1 Target 2
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 0
3 1 1 1 0
4 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 0
6 1 1 1 0
7 1 1 1 0
8 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 0 1
10 1 1 1 0
Detection Rate (100 runs) 1 1 0.97 0.44
though our initialization algorithm generates a posterior distribution with small bumps in
the low probability regions, dominant peaks appear at the true target states. However, the
BP implementation once again loses one target completely. We have repeated this simu-
lation 100 times with different random number realizations. The detected targets over the
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first 10 iterations and the detection rates over all 100 iterations are given in Table 4. Con-
sistent with previous results, out initialization algorithm significantly outperforms the BP
implementation.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have compared our distributed initialization algorithm with nonparamet-
ric implementations of BP. A fully exhaustive comparison on arbitrary networks and target
configurations is not feasible. Therefore, we have simulated the BP implementation under
the same network conditions as our initialization algorithm to ensure a fair comparison.
With an infinite number of particles, both algorithms are expected to perform similarly.
However, we do not have the luxury of using infinite particles. Both algorithms use impor-
tance sampling, but with different importance functions. From the theoretical development
and simulation results presented in this chapter, it is clear that both implementations have
advantages and disadvantages. The primary advantage of the BP implementation is that the
final joint posterior distribution is generated by particles concentrated in high probability
regions of the target state space. The resulting particle distribution provides high resolution
at the modes of the distribution. Thus, the BP implementation is capable of generating ac-
curate estimates using fewer particles than our initialization algorithm. This is particularly
true in large networks in which the individual sensor nodes lack local observability. How-
ever, the BP implementation suffers from a lack of robustness compared to our initialization
algorithm. The BP implementation showed inconsistent and poor performance in our sim-
ulations when some targets were occluded at some sensors, and when the communication
topology and scheduling changed. Therefore, we recommend using the BP implementa-
tion for initializing sensor networks with accurate and reliable local estimates, and using
our initialization algorithm in networks with unreliable local estimates.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY OF KERNEL DENSITY
ESTIMATION
5.1 Introduction
Nonparametric density estimation methods like KDE offer advantages over parametric
methods in that no rigid assumptions are made about the underlying density from which
observations are generated. However, these advantages come at the cost of a significant in-
crease in computation. In the low complexity initialization algorithm of Section 2.2, KDE
was not used. This was possible because the formulation of the algorithm allowed for the
evolving posterior density to be modified sequentially at each node based on the organic
state estimates at the current node. This algorithm, though computationally efficient, came
at the cost of increased communication through the network, requiring 3 communication
passes even with a simple chain communication topology for global initialization. Another
drawback was that the algorithm, in its basic form, did not find direct applicability to sensor
networks with arbitrary communication topologies. To address these issues, modifications
were made to the initialization algorithm.
Consider the low latency initialization algorithm given in Section 2.3 and the general-
ized initialization algorithm in Section 3.3. Both of these algorithms use KDE at each node
to estimate posterior densities represented by the received particles and importance weights.
These estimated densities are then used (i) to assign new importance weights to different
sets of particles based on organic state estimates that are not directly available at the cur-
rent node, but are contained in the density represented by some set of received particles
and importance weights, and (ii) to modify the importance weights to account for the con-
stantly varying particle support. The naive exhaustive method currently in use calculates
the distances between each particle in one set and each particle in another set individually.
Parametric methods of density estimation, though computationally more efficient, are not
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used because the resulting posterior distributions typically can not be represented using
standard distributions.
For convenience, we restate the equations that dominate the computational load of the
generalized initialization algorithm for tree communication given in Chapter 3. In the
downward pass, each node receives a density from its parent and fuses the received density
with its own local posterior. If D particles are used to represent the evolving posterior dis-
tribution, computing the scaled weights requires O(D2) operations, and kernel evaluations,
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In the upward pass, each parent node receives a density from each of its N children. The
job of the parent is to effectively fuse these received densities together. Computing the
scaled weights for each particle at each parent node in the upward pass requires O(ND)
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Since there are a total of ND particles for which scaled weights must be computed, the
total computational load at each parent node is O(N2D2). For typical values of D and N,
the computational power required to evaluate (87) and (88) can slow down the initialization
algorithm.
We focus on three avenues for reducing computation. The first is the choice of kernel
function. Some kernel functions can be evaluated using fewer computations than others.
Since the upward pass, implemented in the naive form, requires O(N2D2) evaluations, every
mathematical operation that is eliminated could reduce the overall processing time signif-
icantly. The second is a restructuring of the algorithm in which we reverse the order of
the weighting and resampling steps at each node. This restructuring reduces the number of
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particles before computing weights using KDE. The third avenue for computation reduc-
tion is partitioning the data. Note that the argument of W(·) in (87) and (88) is the distance
between a pair of particles. Depending on the choice of kernel function, the contribution
to the weight of a particle from particles that lie far from it in the state space could be neg-
ligible, or even zero. It would be advantageous to partition the sets of particles according
to the geometry of the particle distribution so chunks of comparisons could be eliminated,
hence reducing the number of operations needed.
The choice of kernel bandwidth, or smoothing parameter, defines the size of the kernel
function and can have a significant impact on both the accuracy and the computational load
of KDE. Because the Gaussian kernel has infinite support, the choice of bandwidth does not
affect the computational load. The Epanechnikov kernel and the spherical kernel, on the
other hand, have finite support. This can be exploited to avoid evaluating the contribution
to the kernel density estimate at a point from particles that lie outside the region of support.
Since the kernel bandwidth directly affects the region of support, it has a direct impact on
the computational load of KDE. Hence the bandwidth for the Epanechnikov kernel and the
spherical kernel must be appropriately selected.
There are various methods to select the kernel bandwidth. The most popular methods
use a form of leave-one-out cross validation [47]. These methods determine cross valida-
tion scores for a set of B bandwidths under consideration, and select the bandwidth that
gives the lowest score. These cross validation methods are computationally expensive and
only provide the optimal bandwidth if it is contained within the set of bandwidths under
consideration. Therefore, we avoid using cross validation. Instead, we choose the band-
width subjectively such that the resulting density estimates are smooth plots [24].
It is shown in [24] that given the optimal kernel bandwidth, the choice of the par-
ticular kernel function has a negligible impact on the accuracy of the estimated density.
Hence, when comparing across kernel functions, we focus primarily on the computational
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demands. Measures of accuracy are used to compare across the three methods for compu-
tation reduction, and are valid only when other factors such as the number of particles, and
kernel function and bandwidth, are kept constant.
5.2 Choice of Kernel Function
In theory, any kernel function can be used for KDE. However, we focus on kernels that
are probability densities themselves to ensure that the resulting kernel density estimate is
a pdf as well [24]. We further restrict our focus to kernels that are unimodal and radially
symmetric because this eliminates the effect of orientation. Three commonly used kernels
satisfying the above mentioned properties will be discussed and compared in this section.
5.2.1 Gaussian Kernel
The Gaussian kernel is the most commonly used kernel function for KDE. The functional
form of the multivariate Gaussian kernel is given by
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, (89)
where d is the dimensionality of the state space and Σ is the covariance matrix. The standard
Gaussian kernel is plotted in 1 and 2 dimensions in Figure 42.
The Gaussian kernel is a popular choice in KDE due to its continuity and differentiabil-
ity properties. However, it is expected to have a higher computational load than the other
kernels discussed below for two reasons: (i) evaluating the exponential function during
each call to the kernel in (89) is cumbersome and (ii) the infinite support does not allow
pruning data without introducing roundoff errors.
5.2.2 Epanechnikov Kernel
Another commonly used kernel function is the Epanechnikov kernel. The functional form
of the Epanechnikov kernel is given by
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Figure 42. Gaussian kernel functions with unit bandwidth. (a) 1-d. (b) 2-d.
where h is the kernel bandwidth, or smoothing parameter, and Vd,h is the volume of the d
dimensional hypersphere with radius h. The Epanechnikov kernel with unit bandwidth is
plotted in 1 and 2 dimensions in Figure 43.
The Epanechnikov kernel was first used for density estimation in [48], where it was
shown, asymptotically, to be the most efficient among all possible kernels at minimizing
the mean integrated square error (MISE), given the optimal bandwidth. MISE is defined as
MISE = E
∫ (



























Figure 43. Epanechnikov kernel functions with unit bandwidth. (a) 1-d. (b) 2-d.
where f (s) and f̂ (s) represent the true density and the estimated density, respectively. This
optimal efficiency makes the Epanechnikov kernel an attractive choice for KDE. When
comparing (90) and (89), it can be seen that the Epanechnikov kernel requires fewer com-
putations than the Gaussian kernel. Also the Epanechnikov kernel has finite support, which
allows pruning data to further reduce the computational load. However, the Epanechnikov
kernel does not have the nice higher order differentiability properties of the Gaussian ker-
nel. Since we are interested in finding the peaks, higher order differentiability is not a
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matter of concern in our application.
5.2.3 Spherical Kernel
The functional form of the spherical kernel is given by
KS (x, y) = 1Vd,h , ||x − y|| ≤ h
KS (x, y) = 0 , ||x − y|| > h
, (92)
where Vd,h is the volume of the d dimensional hypersphere with radius h and, with unit
bandwidth, is plotted in 1 and 2 dimensions in Figure 44.
Comparing (92) to (90) and (89), it can be seen that the spherical kernel is the simplest
among the kernel functions considered and requires the least number of computations for
evaluation. It also shares the property of finite support with the Epanechnikov kernel,
allowing data to be pruned to further reduce computation. However, it can introduce sharp
discontinuities in the estimated density, especially if small data sets are used. Hence, care
must be taken when using the spherical kernel for KDE as it may cause problems in certain
applications.
5.2.4 Comparing the Different Kernels
We repeat the simulation of Section 3.3.2.1 with varying kernel functions. For each choice
of kernel, simulations are repeated with a varying number of particles. The total amount of
time spent by the initialization algorithm in the KDE function is recorded using MATLAB’s
Profiler utility and the average time over 10 runs is presented in Table 5. The average po-
sition and velocity estimation errors, calculated as the average Euclidean distance between
the estimated target states and the true target states over 10 runs, are given in Tables 6 and 7.
As expected, the estimation error increases as the number of particles decreases. However,
for the same number of particles, the estimation error is comparable for the different kernel
functions. The final density estimates, generated using 1000 particles, are plotted in Figure
45. The three plots, though constructed using different kernel functions and bandwidths,


























Figure 44. Spherical kernel functions with unit bandwidth. (a) 1-d. (b) 2-d.
are appropriately selected and fair comparisons of computational demands can be made.
As the number of particles increases, the computational load also increases, as seen in
Table 5. As the number of particles is doubled, the computational load increases by a factor
of about 8. This behavior is seen going from 200 particles to 400 particles, and from 400
particles to 800 particles. From (87) and (88), the downward pass requires O(D2) opera-
tions, whereas the upward pass requires O(N2D2) operations. The communication tree used
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Table 5. Comparing computational time, in seconds, for KDE using different kernel functions. Results
are the average of 10 runs.
Kernel, Particles 200 400 600 800 1000
Gaussian 11.476 88.043 290.82 684.068 1336.055
Epanechnikov 11.45 87.761 286.633 669.832 1313.903
Spherical 10.896 86.681 284.999 664.901 1301.085
Table 6. Comparing average position estimation error, in meters, for KDE using different kernel func-
tions. Results are the average of 10 runs.
Kernel, Particles 200 400 600 800 1000
Gaussian 73.776 48.761 38.338 32.422 25.209
Epanechnikov 73.734 47.664 39.469 34.901 23.769
Spherical 74.476 48.034 39.385 33.573 25.276
in this simulation has a binary structure in which each parent node has two children. There-
fore, doubling the number of particles leads to a fourfold increase in computational time
for the downward pass, and a sixteenfold increase in computational time for the upward
pass. The net increase in computational time for the algorithm with 2 times the number
of particles is therefore expected to be between 4 times and 16 times, and happens to be
around 8 times in this simulation.
Comparing across kernel functions, it can be seen that KDE requires similar computa-
tional time regardless of the particular choice of kernel. Therefore, when using the naive
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Table 7. Comparing average velocity estimation error, in meters/second, for KDE using different kernel
functions. Results are the average of 10 runs.
Kernel, Particles 200 400 600 800 1000
Gaussian 6.398 5.542 4.906 4.636 4.389
Epanechnikov 6.491 5.352 5.19 4.554 4.012
Spherical 6.539 5.409 5.003 4.743 4.538
exhaustive method, the choice of kernel should be driven by factors other than computa-
tional demands. As expected, the spherical kernel, being the simplest, offers the minimum
computational load among the kernels considered. However, the spherical kernel has sharp
discontinuities and the reduction in computational load offered over the Epanechnikov ker-
nel is marginal. The asymptotically optimal efficiency and continuity properties of the
Epanechnikov kernel make it an attractive kernel for KDE if the higher-order differentia-
bility properties of the Gaussian kernel are not required.
5.3 Restructuring the Algorithm
The initialization algorithms in Chapters 2 and 3 followed four basic steps: (i) receive
particles and importance weights representing certain joint densities, (ii) use KDE to gen-
erate scaled weights for each received particle using all received particles and importance
weights, (iii) resample to ensure the communication bandwidth remains fixed and the par-
ticle distribution is an equally weighted mixture of individual node posteriors, and (iv)
modify the scaled weights based on the final particle support to generate the final impor-
tance weights. Typically, the computational load is dominated by step (ii). A method to
reduce the overall computational load would be to switch the order of steps (ii) and (iii).
















































Figure 45. KDE using different kernel functions: (a) Gaussian kernel (b) Epanechnikov kernel (c)
Spherical kernel.
weighted mixture of individual posteriors and use this reduced particle set to assign scaled
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weights. This modification brings about some important changes in the initialization algo-
rithms for chain and tree communication as discussed below.
Consider the forward pass of the low complexity initialization algorithm for chain com-
munication given in Section 2.2. Let D represent both the number of particles and impor-
tance weights received from the preceding node in the chain, and the number of newly
generated particles at the current node. Using the proposed modification, let Dr and Dn
represent the number of received particles and newly generated particles, respectively, that
survive the resampling stage. After resampling, the importance weights for the surviv-
ing received particles are normalized to sum to unity. This is necessary to ensure that the
received particles and importance weights still represent a density. The total number of par-
ticles for which scaled weights have to be computed now reduces from 2D to D = Dr + Dn.
With this reduction in the number of particles, the computational load at each node reduces
from O(D2) to O(DrD).
Following the resampling algorithm in Section 2.2.1.3, it can be shown that with each
hop in the communication chain, E{Dr} increases while E{Dn} decreases. This is because
the number of individual node posteriors contained within the joint posterior represented
by the received set of D particles and importance weights keeps increasing with each hop
in the communication chain, whereas the D newly generated particles represent the local
posterior for the current node only. Hence, greater savings in computation can be achieved
during the first few hops in the communication chain.
The computational analysis for the low complexity initialization algorithm for chain
communication given above is also applicable to the downward pass of the generalized
initialization algorithm given in Section 3.3. Now consider the upward pass of the gen-
eralized initialization algorithm. Let D represent the number of particles and importance
weights received at a parent node from each child node. Using the proposed modification,
let Dn represent the number of particles received from the nth child node that survive the
resampling stage, with n = 1, . . . ,N. The Dn importance weights corresponding to these
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surviving particles must be modified so they, along with the Dn particles, represent the same
density that the full set of D particles and importance weights received from that child node
represented. Recall from the resampling stage of Section 3.3.1.2, each set of particles re-
ceived from a child node was separated into two distinct sets: a set of particles representing
successor posteriors only and a set of particles representing ancestor posteriors only. The
ancestor posteriors, being redundantly represented by the received particles from each of
the N child nodes, were weighted 1/N times as much as the successor posteriors when re-
sampled. This step was taken to ensure that the final combined set of D particles represents
an equally weighted mixture of individual posteriors, without over-representing the ances-
tor posteriors. However, each set of Dn received particles that survives resampling, consid-
ered independently, now has ancestral posteriors under-represented. This discrepancy can
be corrected by modifying the importance weights of the surviving particles. The particles
representing the successor posteriors maintain their importance weights unchanged. The
particles representing the ancestor posteriors have their importance weights multiplied by
N to compensate for the 1/N weighting assigned to them when resampled. The resulting
Dn importance weights are normalized to sum to unity. This normalization step is neces-
sary to ensure that the particles and importance weights together represent a density. This
procedure is repeated for each of the N sets of received particles and importance weights
that survive resampling. The new particles and importance weights are used to evaluate
scaled weights. The total number of particles at which scaled weights must be evaluated at
a parent node now reduces from ND to D =
∑N
n=1 Dn. With the reduction in the number of
particles, the computational load of the algorithm reduces from O(N2D2) to O(D2) at each
node.
The simulation from Section 3.3.2.1 is repeated with the restructured algorithm pro-
posed in this section. The time spent within the KDE function is recorded using MAT-
LAB’s Profiler utility and the average time over 10 runs is shown in Table 8 for different
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sizes of particle sets. For convenience, the time spent by the original generalized initializa-
tion algorithm of Chapter 3 in the KDE function is re-tabulated from Table 5. A Gaussian
kernel function is used with both algorithms. It can be seen that significant savings in
computation are possible if resampling is performed before the weighting stage.
Table 8. Comparing computational time, in seconds, for KDE using different algorithmic structures.
Results are the average of 10 runs.
Algorithm, Particles 200 400 600 800 1000
Resampling after Weighting 11.476 88.043 290.82 684.068 1336.055
Resampling before Weighting 5.372 36.7835 120.751 278.383 537.195
One might say that with the savings in computation offered by the modification pro-
posed in this section, why would one ever consider using the original algorithms presented
in Chapters 2 and 3. It is a well known fact in both importance sampling and density esti-
mation that, other factors kept constant, the quality of estimates improves with the number
of particles. As the number of particles reduces, information can only be lost [43]. To
maximize accuracy, the full sets of received particles and importance weights were used to
assign scaled weights in the original algorithms. Even though the modifications in this sec-
tion show promising results for reducing computation, a loss in accuracy is expected. Since
each parent node in the communication tree used in our simulation has 2 children, about
1/2 as many particles are used to evaluate scaled weights in the restructured algorithm
compared to the original algorithm. Therefore the estimation accuracy provided by the re-
structured algorithm using D particles is expected to be in the ballpark of that provided by
the original algorithm using D/2 particles. This is shown in Tables 9 and 10.
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Table 9. Comparing average position estimation error, in meters, for KDE using different algorithmic
structures. Results are the average of 10 runs.
Algorithm, Particles 200 400 600 800 1000
Resampling after Weighting 73.776 48.761 38.338 32.422 25.209
Resampling before Weighting 155.859 73.586 61.203 50.699 43.365
Table 10. Comparing average velocity estimation error, in meters/second, for KDE using different al-
gorithmic structures. Results are the average of 10 runs.
Algorithm, Particles 200 400 600 800 1000
Resampling after Weighting 6.398 5.542 4.906 4.636 4.389
Resampling before Weighting 9.859 6.586 6.033 5.625 5.279
5.4 Partitioning Data Using Kd-Trees
So far, every implementation of KDE that has appeared in this dissertation has used a naive
exhaustive method in which the distances between each point in one set and each point in
another set are calculated individually as given in (87) and (88). In this section, we look
at space partitioning data structures called k-dimensional trees, or kd-trees [49], that help
us reduce the total number of comparisons needed for KDE by exploiting the geometry
of the data sets. In a kd-tree, data is hierarchically organized in a binary tree structure.
Each node holds a set of data points contained within a hyperrectangular bounding box that
is maximally tight along each coordinate axis. Each non-leaf node has two child nodes.
The hyperrectangular bounding box of the parent node is split along the coordinate axis
with the largest variance such that half of the data points lie on either side of the splitting
hyperplane. The resulting sets of data points are assigned to distinct child nodes and new
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Figure 46. Sample one dimensional kd-tree. • represent data points contained within bounding boxes.
hyperrectangular bounding boxes are defined accordingly. The splitting process continues
until each node contains only one data point. Typically, the root node contains the entire
set of data points. A sample kd-tree is shown in Figure 46. In addition to the data points,
kd-trees may also store local statistics at each node. Kd-trees containing this additional
information are known as multi-resolution kd-trees, or mrkd-trees[50].
A detailed discussion on the improved efficiency of KDE with the use of kd-trees is
given in [51]. For convenience, we will briefly review some important points. Let us
consider two sets of D particles along with their associated importance weights: a query
set Sq and a density set Sd. The kernel density estimate is generated using the particles and
weights contained in Sd. We wish to evaluate the density at all points contained within Sq.
Let us consider first the single-tree algorithm in which a kd-tree Td partitions the data in
Sd and each query point sq ∈ Sq is considered sequentially. Td is traversed in a depth-first
manner. At each node in the tree, upper and lower bounds on the contribution to the density
at sq from any particle in the current node can be computed using the hyperrectangular
bounding box for that node, as shown in Figure 47. If the difference between these bounds
is less than a preselected threshold δ, we can use a constant-mass centroid approximation by
which we can prune that node, approximating its contribution to the density estimate at sq
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by the mass of its centroid. As δ→ 0, this method can be used to prune nodes that contain
only those particles making equal contribution to the density at sq. If a node is pruned,
there is no necessity to recurse on its children. Depending on the choice of kernel and
threshold, pruning could give exact results, especially for the case of finite extent kernels
like the spherical kernel and the Epanechnikov kernel. However, in the case of infinite
extent kernels like the Gaussian kernel, pruning typically produces approximate results
unless δ is small enough to be comparable to machine precision. Regardless, pruning
offers significant savings in computation because the contributions to the density estimate
from chunks of data can be estimated simultaneously. Tree construction requires O(DlogD)
operations and is needed only once for the life of the data set. The single-tree algorithm
requires O(DlogD) operations, a significant reduction from O(D2) required by the naive
exhaustive method. The benefits of kd-trees can be further amplified by using the dual-
tree algorithm, in which the query particles are also organized into a separate kd-tree Tq.
The improved efficiency is achieved by comparing chunks of query particles to chunks
of density particles as shown in Figure 48, instead of comparing single query particles to
chunks of density particles as in the single-tree algorithm. The dual-tree algorithm scales
as O(D).
It has been pointed out, in Chapters 2 and 3, that KDE dominates the computational
load of the initialization algorithm. This is particularly true when assigning scaled weights.
We can reap the benefits of kd-trees and reduce the computational load by first organizing
separate sets of particles and importance weights into separate kd-trees, and then evaluating
densities using dual-tree recursion on pairs of kd-trees taken in sequence. Note that since
the particle sets representing the joint posteriors are constantly changing, new kd-trees
have to be constructed at each node. This adds to the computational overhead and will be
included in our analysis. The code used to generate kd-trees and to perform the dual-tree
recursions can be found in [52].
The simulation from Section 3.3.2.1 is repeated with the modifications proposed in this
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Figure 47. Single-tree algorithm using point-node comparison.
Figure 48. Dual-tree algorithm using node-node comparison.
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Table 11. Computational time in seconds for KDE using kd-trees. Results are the average of 10 runs.
Algorithm, Particles 200 400 600 800 1000
Naive, Gaussian 11.476 88.043 290.82 684.068 1336.055
Naive, Epanechnikov 11.45 87.761 286.633 669.832 1313.903
kd-trees, Gaussian 0.633 1.618 3.39 4.986 7.023
kd-trees, Epanechnikov 0.055 0.091 0.196 0.263 0.388
section. The time spent within the KDE function is recorded using MATLAB’s Profiler
utility and shown in Table 11 for different sizes of particle sets. For convenience, the time
spent by the original generalized initialization algorithm of Chapter 3 in the KDE function
is re-tabulated from Table 5. It must be noted that some of the code implementing kd-trees
uses MEX functions along with MATLAB code, whereas the naive exhaustive method uses
purely MATLAB code. Therefore the savings in computation may be somewhat exagger-
ated. However, our results show savings similar in order to those given in [51]. A few
important points stand out in this table. First, the use of kd-trees offers significant savings
in computation over the naive method for KDE. Second, even though the differences in
the savings in computation offered by the choice of kernel function were marginal when
using the naive exhaustive method, the same choice can make a significant difference when
kd-trees are used. It can be seen that the Epanechnikov kernel is notably more efficient
than the Gaussian kernel. This is expected because the Epanechnikov kernel, having finite
extent, when used for KDE, need only be evaluated for points that lie within the region of
support of the kernel to provide exact results. This feature of finite extent kernels offers
improved pruning capacity compared to the Gaussian kernel, which, on the other hand,
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must be evaluated far into the tails to minimize approximation errors.
Because kd-trees improve the efficiency of our algorithms by exploiting the geometry
of the particle distribution, no loss in accuracy is expected for sufficiently small values of
δ. We use δ = 10−5. Simulations show that the approximation errors are identical to those
offered by the naive exhaustive method as given in Tables 6 and 7 and will not be repeated
here.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed various methods to improve the efficiency of KDE. Since
KDE forms an integral part of our initialization algorithms and dominates the computa-
tional load, improving the efficiency of KDE allows for tremendous reduction in algorithm
execution times. The first method we discussed focused on the particular choice of kernel
function. Savings in computation were expected for two reasons: (i) choosing a kernel
function that was simpler to evaluate, hence reducing the number of computations required
during each call to KDE, and (ii) using finite extent kernels to prune data. It was shown
that minimal savings in computation were offered by the particular choice of kernel func-
tion alone. The second method focused on restructuring the algorithm. By first resampling
particles and then assigning the scaled weights, the order of computations required for KDE
could be substantially reduced compared to the original implementation of the algorithm
that assigned scaled weights first and then resampled particles. However, this saving in
computation came at the cost of a loss in accuracy, which was expected since KDE per-
forms better with larger data sets. The third, and most attractive method for reducing the
computational load, was exploiting the geometry of the particle distribution using kd-trees.
Sets of particles and importance weights were organized in multiple kd-trees and the dual-
tree algorithm was executed on pairs of kd-trees taken in sequence. Kd-trees offered the
greatest improvement in efficiency compared to the other methods under consideration, and
the improved efficiency was achieved with no loss in accuracy.
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The analysis on estimation accuracy given in this chapter must be taken with a grain
of salt. With reference to the network, estimation accuracy is affected by various fac-
tors such as the accuracy of the individual sensors, sensor placement, number of sensors,
types of sensors, state space being monitored and number of targets. With reference to the
algorithm, estimation accuracy is dependent on factors such as the number of particles, in-
dividual nodes’ organic state spaces, kernel function, kernel bandwidth and structure of the
algorithm being used. With all algorithmic parameters kept constant, the particular network
structure could completely change the level of accuracy achieved. Therefore, it is difficult,
if not impossible, to select a set of parameters required to achieve a desired level of estima-
tion accuracy in every scenario. Such a selection of parameters will vary across scenarios
and choices are generally made subjectively. However, all other factors kept constant, the
effect of varying one parameter on the estimation accuracy gives a good idea of the relative
effect of that parameter. Therefore, the estimation errors presented herein should only be




6.1 Contributions of the Thesis
In this dissertation, we have tackled the problem of initializing sensor networks in a fully
distributed manner. The general formulation finds direct applicability to arbitrary sensor
networks with multiple types of sensors. The network, as a whole, can be made capable
of observing the state space of interest, even though individual sensors may not be capable
of observing it locally. The initialization algorithm is built on the concepts of stochas-
tic filtering, importance sampling, kernel density estimation, and a novel weighting and
resampling strategy. We initially developed our algorithm for sensor networks using a sim-
ple chain communication topology. This simple communication topology allowed us to
focus on the distributed data fusion aspects of the problem, separating it from the details
of network connectivity. Several versions of the initialization algorithm were developed;
some trade communication load with computation load, whereas others have the ability to
compensate for time delays. For applicability to arbitrary sensor networks, we generalized
our initialization algorithm to sensor networks with a tree communication topology. Com-
parisons with BP methods for sensor network initialization showed that our initialization
algorithm provided greater robustness to missed detections, and changing communication
topology and scheduling. Finally, we investigated various methods to reduce the compu-
tational load of the initialization algorithm, and found that kd-trees stood out as the most
effective and promising solution.
6.2 Avenues for Future Work
Although we have addressed the theoretical formulation of the initialization algorithm in
great detail, the problem is far from being solved in terms of a real world implementation.
This opens up doors to new and exciting areas of research, some of which are discussed in
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this section.
For the generalized implementation of the algorithm that is applicable to networks using
a tree communication topology, a crucial question is how does one establish the communi-
cation structure? From a single node’s perspective, all that needs to be defined is a parent
node, if any, and a set of child nodes. However, from the network’s perspective, this can
become complicated. A simple technique would be to designate a particular node as the
root, and establish a fixed spanning tree that is optimal in some sense. However, this is not
a flexible implementation because the pre-selected root node might not necessarily be the
first node to detect a target. If another node in the network is the first to detect a target,
we would like that node to become the root of the tree. With a new root node, however,
the optimal spanning tree might change. This motivates the need to develop methods to
dynamically select a root node and establish the appropriate spanning tree for inter-node
communication. This might be as simple as sending routing information with each message
as it propagates through the network. Other ideas for such a flexible implementation might
be borrowed from packet switched networks.
With the added flexibility in selecting the spanning tree and the root node as discussed
above, one issue that needs to be addressed is what happens if multiple nodes launch the
initialization algorithm simultaneously? In this case, multiple nodes designate themselves
as the root nodes and generate their own spanning trees on the fly as messages propagate
through the network. When these messages collide at possibly multiple sensors in the
network, care must be taken when fusing data. There are two naive methods that come to
mind. The first naive method would be to establish priority for incoming messages and
only pass the messages with higher priority. Priority could be established based on various
factors, such as the number of nodes represented in an incoming message, or the time when
the message was first generated by a root node. The other messages with lower priority
would be rejected. This is not ideal because useful knowledge contained within multiple
received messages is discarded. Another naive method would be to simply allow each
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node to run several independent instances of the initialization algorithm and then combine
the final posterior distributions generated by each instance. Such an implementation is
not ideal either because there is a communication and computation overhead of running
multiple instances of the initialization algorithm. Processing time would also be a factor. In
the generalized initialization algorithm for tree networks, parallel processing could occur at
nodes that lie within the same level of the tree, but the fusion of data must occur sequentially
as messages propagate between parent and child nodes. Therefore, the execution of a
single instance of the initialization algorithm is not instantaneous. With multiple instances
of the initialization algorithm running simultaneously at each node, the time required to
generate the joint network distribution would only increase. A good method to eliminate
the overhead and to handle such collisions would be a hybrid method that combines both
naive methods described above. In such a method, after messages collide at a node, they
would all be fused together and only one instance of the initialization algorithm would
survive. This can become quite complicated depending on how large a tree has grown
before it has been eliminated, and the number of collisions that occur. Work done in this
area could lead to a dissertation by itself and it paves the road for exciting future work.
So far, we have only considered the initialization algorithm and focused on the dis-
tributed initialization block of our smart sensor nodes, the block diagram for which is once
again shown in Figure 49. For a description of the functionality of each block, please refer
to Section 1.1. The goal of the distributed initialization block was to acquire organic state
Figure 49. System block diagram of a smart sensor node.
estimates for new targets from the organic tracker, generate estimates for these new targets
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in the target state space, and provide these estimates to the Distributed Joint Tracker (DJT).
For seamless operation in a real world application, some handshaking between the organic
tracker and the DJT is required to ensure that the initialization algorithm is launched if
and only if it is required. The implementation is straightforward when no targets are being
tracked by either tracker. In this case, any new target detected by the organic tracker is
initialized in the target state space and fed into the DJT. However, if multiple targets are
already being tracked by both the organic tracker and the DJT, coordinating the birth of
new tracks and death of existing tracks is necessary. Consider a scenario in which multiple
targets are being tracked by both the organic tracker and the DJT at the current node. As-
sume that the organic tracker now loses one target, either because it is occluded, or because
it moves out of the detection range for that node. If all the other sensors in the network also
lose the same target, then the DJT would no longer be capable of tracking it, and it would
be responsible for killing the track. However, if some of the other sensors can still detect
the target, then the DJT might be able to continue tracking it. Now assume that the target
is once again detected by the organic tracker at the current node. How does the node know
that this new target is already being tracked by the DJT? If the current node simply launches
the initialization algorithm based on the new detection, we run the risk of having multiple
tracks of the same target in the DJT. This would waste computation and communication,
both of which are typically scarce resources in sensor networks.
The work presented in this dissertation has addressed the important issue of initial-
ization for autonomous distributed target tracking systems in sensor networks. The relative
infancy of this area of research provides countless avenues for improvement, some of which
have been addressed in this chapter.
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APPENDIX A
LOW COMPLEXITY INITIALIZATION ALGORITHM
In this appendix, we provide pseudocode for the low complexity initialization algorithm
for sensor networks using the chain communication topology. The algorithm is developed
in Section 2.2. Three communication passes are required for initializing the network: a
forward pass to sequentially generate the particle support, a reverse pass to disseminate the
final particles throughout the network and to sequentially generate importance weights, and
a second forward pass to disseminate the final importance weights throughout the network.
Data processing occurs only in the first two communication passes.
• Variables:
s(i)t = particle i at time t
w(i)t = importance weight of particle s
(i)
t
zm,t = the organic state estimate at node m at time t
zt = {z1,t, . . . , zM,t}
D = number of particles used for initialization
M = total number of nodes
ns = number of nodes that provided input to the algorithm
w(i)num = numerator of the importance weights
w(i)den = denominator of the importance weights
w̌∗ = resampling weight
• Forward Pass: Sequentially Generate Particles
ns = 0
Node 1:
– If there is a detection
* Generate D particles
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· s(i)t ∼ p
(
st|z1,t) , i = 1, . . . ,D




t = 0, i = 1, . . . ,D
– Send {s(i)t }Di=1 and ns to Node 2
For Node m, m = 2, . . . M:
– Receive {s(i)t }Di=1 and ns from Node (m − 1)
– If there is a detection
* Label the received particles {s(i)r,t}Di=1
* Assign resampling weights to received particles
· w̌r,t = ns
* Generate D new particles
· s(i)n,t ∼ p
(
st|zm,t) , i = 1, . . . ,D
* Assign resampling weights to new particles
· w̌n,t = 1
* From the 2D particles, obtain D particles {s(i)t }Di=1 by performing a weighted
sampling with replacement according to the resampling weights
* ns = ns + 1
– If m < M
* Send {s(i)t }Di=1 and ns to Node (m + 1)
• Reverse Pass: Disseminate Particles and Sequentially Generate Importance Weights
For Node m, m = M, . . . , 1:
– If m < M
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num = 1, i = 1, . . . ,D
* w
(i)
den = 0, i = 1, . . . ,D













, i = 1, . . . ,D
– If m > 1
* Send {s(i)t , w(i)num, w(i)den}Di=1 to Node (m − 1)
• Forward Pass: Disseminate Importance Weights
Node 1:






, i = 1, . . . ,D








, i = 1, . . . ,D
– Send {w(i)t }Di=1 to Node 2
For Node m, m = 2, . . . M:
– Accept {w(i)t }Di=1 from Node (m − 1)
– If m < M
* Send {w(i)t }Di=1 to Node (m + 1)
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APPENDIX B
LOW LATENCY INITIALIZATION ALGORITHM
In this appendix, we provide pseudocode for the low latency initialization algorithm for
sensor networks using the chain communication topology. The algorithm is developed in
Section 2.3. Two communication passes are required for initializing the network: a forward
pass to sequentially generate the particle support and importance weights, and a reverse
pass to disseminate the final particles and importance weights throughout the network.
Compared to the low complexity initialization algorithm, the low latency algorithm comes
at a cost of increased computation at each node but is attractive if the latency incurred as a
result of three communication passes is not acceptable.
• Variables:
s(i)t = particle i at time t
w(i)t = importance weight of particle s
(i)
t
zm,t = the organic state estimate at node m at time t
zt = {z1,t, . . . , zM,t}
D = number of particles used for initialization
M = total number of nodes
ns = number of nodes that provided input to the algorithm
w̌∗ = resampling weight
W (·) = kernel used for density estimation
• Forward Pass: Sequentially Generate Particles and Weights
ns = 0
Node 1:
– If there is a detection,
* Generate D particles
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· s(i)t ∼ p
(
st|z1,t) , i = 1, . . . ,D
* Assign importance weights
· w(i)t =
1
D , i = 1, . . . ,D




t = 0, i = 1, . . . ,D
* w
(i)
t = 0, i = 1, . . . ,D
– Send {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 and ns to Node 2
For Node m, m = 2, . . . M
– Receive {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 and ns from Node (m − 1)







* Particles and weights together represent p
(
st|z1,t, z2,t, . . . , zm−1,t) ∝∏m−1m̃=1 p
(
st|zm̃,t)
– If there is a detection
* Label the received particles and weights {s(i)r,t , w(i)r,t}Di=1
* Generate D new particles
· s(i)n,t ∼ p
(
st|zm,t) , i = 1, . . . ,D
* Determine scaled weights




·∑Dj=1 w( j)r,t W
(
s(i)n,t − s( j)r,t
)
, i = 1, . . . ,D




·∑Dj=1 w( j)r,t W
(
s(i)r,t − s( j)r,t
)
, i = 1, . . . ,D
* From the 2D pairs of particles and scaled weights, sample D pairs as fol-
lows
· Assign resampling weight w̌r,t = ns to {s(i)r,t , w̃(i)r,t}Di=1
· Assign resampling weight w̌n,t = 1 to {s(i)n,t, w̃(i)n,t}Di=1
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· Perform a weighted sampling with replacement according to the re-
sampling weights w̌∗ to generate the set {s(i)t , w̃(i)t }Di=1






) , i = 1, . . . ,D






, i = 1, . . . ,D






* Final particles and importance weights together represent p
(








* ns = ns + 1
– If m < M
* Send {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 and ns to Node (m + 1)
• Reverse Pass: Disseminate Particles and Importance Weights
Node M:
– Send {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 to Node (M − 1)
For Node m, m = M − 1, . . . , 1
– Receive {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 from Node (m + 1)
– if m > 1
* Send {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 to Node (m − 1)
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APPENDIX C
INITIALIZATION ALGORITHM FOR TREE COMMUNICATION
In this appendix, we provide pseudocode for the generalized initialization algorithm for
sensor networks using the tree communication topology. The algorithm is developed in
Chapter 3. Three communication passes are required for initializing the network: a root-to-
leaf pass, or downward pass, to sequentially generate the particle support and importance
weights representing the joint distribution for individual branches, a leaf-to-root pass, or
upward pass, to fuse distributions across branches, and a final downward pass to dissem-
inate the final particles and importance weights throughout the network. Data processing
occurs only in the first two communication passes. We assume that node 1 is the root of the
tree.
• Variables:
s(i)t = particle i at time t
w(i)t = importance weight of particle s
(i)
t
zm,t = the organic state estimate at node m at time t
zt = {z1,t, . . . , zM,t}
D = number of particles used for initialization
M = total number of nodes
ṅs = number of nodes that provided input to the algorithm
w̌∗ = resampling weight
W (·) = kernel used for density estimation
• Downward Pass: Fuse Knowledge Over Branches of the Tree
ṅs = 0
Node 1:
– If there is a detection,
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* Generate D particles
· s(i)t ∼ p
(
st|z1,t) , i = 1, . . . ,D
* Assign importance weights
· w(i)t =
1
D , i = 1, . . . ,D




t = 0, i = 1, . . . ,D
* w
(i)
t = 0, i = 1, . . . ,D
– Send {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 and ṅs to all child nodes
For Node m, m = 2, . . . M
– Receive {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 and ṅs from parent node
– If there is a detection
* Label the received particles and weights {s(i)r,t , w(i)r,t}Di=1
* Generate D new particles
· s(i)n,t ∼ p
(
st|zm,t) , i = 1, . . . ,D
* Determine scaled weights




·∑Dj=1 w( j)r,t W
(
s(i)n,t − s( j)r,t
)
, i = 1, . . . ,D




·∑Dj=1 w( j)r,t W
(
s(i)r,t − s( j)r,t
)
, i = 1, . . . ,D
* From the 2D pairs of particles and scaled weights, sample D pairs as fol-
lows
· Assign resampling weight w̌r,t = ṅs to {s(i)r,t , w̃(i)r,t}Di=1
· Assign resampling weight w̌n,t = 1 to {s(i)n,t, w̃(i)n,t}Di=1
· Perform a weighted sampling with replacement according to the re-
sampling weights w̌∗ to generate the set {s(i)t , w̃(i)t }Di=1
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) , i = 1, . . . ,D






, i = 1, . . . ,D
* ṅs = ṅs + 1
– If child nodes exist
* Send {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 and ṅs to child nodes
• Upward Pass: Fuse Knowledge Across Branches of the Tree
For Node m, m = M, . . . , 1
– If no child nodes exist
* Send {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 and ṅs to parent node
– Else




}Di=1 and ṅCn are received from child Cn, n = 1, . . . ,N
* Fused knowledge from the downward pass is still stored at node m
· {ŝ(i)t , ŵ(i)t }Di=1 and n̂s represents prior knowledge from downward pass






















N−1 , i = 1, . . . ,D, n = 1, . . . ,N
* From the ND pairs of particles and scaled weights, sample D pairs as fol-
lows
· Particles representing successor posteriors only are given by




⋂ {ŝ(i)t }Di=1, n = 1, . . . ,N
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and resampling weights are assigned as
{w̌( j)Cn,C,t} = ṅCn , n = 1, . . . ,N
· Particles representing ancestor posteriors only are given by




⋂ {ŝ(i)t }Di=1, n = 1, . . . ,N
and resampling weights are assigned as
{w̌( j)Cn,P,t} =
ṅCn
N , n = 1, . . . ,N
· Perform a weighted sampling with replacement according to the re-
sampling weights w̌∗ to generate the set {s(i)t , w̃(i)t }Di=1






) , i = 1, . . . ,D











− (N − 1)n̂s
– If node m is not the root node
* Send {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 and ṅs to the parent node
• Reverse Pass: Disseminate Particles and Importance Weights
Node 1:
– Send {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 to child nodes
For Node m, m = 2, . . . , M
– Receive {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 from parent node
– if child nodes exist
* Send {s(i)t , w(i)t }Di=1 to child nodes
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